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Memphis Lesbian and Gay
Coalition for Justice

Gay Softball Series

The Memphis Lesbian & Gay
Coalition for Justice sent out a
questionnaire to all candidates
for mayor and city council in the
Oct. 7 Memphis City Elections.
Here are the questions asked fol— VOLUME 9, NUMBER 11 .
lowed by the responses of the
candidates. Any candidate not
listed has not yet responded to
the questionnaire. Updated
Soldier‘s Life
guides will be mailed to LGCJ
members and those on the LGCJ
mailing list. You can also check
the on—line newsletter on the
Memphis LGCJ web site for up—
dates http://www.gaymemphis.
¢
.o
m—4
tg
¢
j
;
www.gaymemphis.com/lgej) or
contact LGCJ and request an up—
dated copy (LGCJ PO Box
241363, Memphis, TN 38124, or
call 327—2677).
Questions:
1. What are your legislative —
priorities for the City of Mem—
phis?
2. Do you favor legislation
that would increase penalties for

s,
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Barracks, Not on Battlefield
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§
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there. require tion unconstitutional, andviola—
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thisnotslowly
shouldgodirectly
state
legislation
to
be
effective.
I
tofederalcourt,
through
will
propose
those
changes
and
state
and
then
federal.
Ifor local
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workto
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del—
group
has
reason
for
state
egation
behind
them. Strong
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legislation,
I will be glads to hearf
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are
adeterrentto
crime.
Our
them.
—
>
city
courts would have littleor
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power
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prevent
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would
have
more
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many
controversies
and
carry
out
to impose
heavy
penalties.
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Why?
3. No.declared
The Supreme
Court has Becausetoviolate therights ofone
already
such discrimina—
of us is to violate the rights of all
See LGCJQuestionaireonpage2

~..crimes that aremotivated by ha—
tred of the victim‘s race,
ethnicity, religious beliefs, gen—
der identity or sexual orienta—
tion? Why or Why Not?
3. Do you favorlegislation to
prohibit discrimination basedon
sexual orientation in employment
and housing? Why or why not?
4. Do you favor the establish—
ment of domestic partnerships
that would confer certain of the
legal benefits of marriage on
_ couples who are not married, or
cannot get married, including
same—sex couples? Why or why
not?
:
5. Do you believe that private,
consensual sexual conduct be—
tween adults of the same gender
deserves criminal sanction? Why
or whynot?
6. Do you favor curricula in
the public schools that promote —
valuing tolerance and diversity of
different groups, including lesbi—
ans & gay men? Why or why
not?
Candidates For Mayor:
Mary Rose McCormick (Re—
publican)
1. I plan to introduce little new
legislation for a while. I intend
to focus on those ordinances we
have on our books which are éi—
ther unenforced, unenforceable,
or unconstitutional. My experi—
ence on the council proved that
many ordinances were adopted
for political expedience. Many
need to be strengthened and I
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24
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Republican
Candidates
Sign Anti—
Gay Pledge

WASHINGTON (AP) — Sev—
eral Republican presidential can—
didates have pledged to oppose
thiﬁlh «allowing Gay orLesbian couples.
mors.
_ to adopt and to promote the rights
During the last several months
of organizations such as the Boy
of Winchell‘s life, rarely a day
Scouts to exclude homosexuals,
went by without someone calling
a Gayrights group said.
the Kansas City, Mo., native a de— —
Human Rights Campaign said
rogatory name, Kleifgen said.
that former Vice President Dan
Winchell, however, told
Quayle, radio host Alan Keyes,
Kleifgen and Dubielak that he
publisher Steve Forbes, conserva—
—wasn‘t Gay, Kleifgen said. An—
tive activist Gary Bauer, Sen.
other soldier, Spec. Lewis Ruiz,
Orrin Hatch of Utah and com—
testified that Winchell was~wor—
mentator Pat Buchanan signed the
ried the rumors would get him
pledge before the recent Iowa
kicked out of the Army.
straw poll.
e
Under the "don‘t ask" policy,
Officials at the Forbes and
the military isn‘t supposed to in—
Hatch campaigns confirmed their
vestigate sexual orientation un—
candidates had signed; Bauer‘s
less "credible information"
campaign could not be reached;
surfaces about a person‘s homo—
and officials at the Buchanan,
sexuality. Proof that someone is Keyes and Quayle organizations
Gay or professes to be Gay is
said they hadn‘t heard aboutit, in—
grounds for automatic discharge.
dicating those candidates hadn‘t
Just how much, if any, of signed it.
Winchell‘ lifestyle played a role
Sen. John McCain of Arizona,
in his death may never be fully
former American Red Cross head
known.
f
Elizabeth Dole and the GOP
Clarence Patton of the New
front—runner, Gov. George W.
York City Gay and Lesbian Anti—
Bush of Texas, did not sign, Hu—
Violence Project attended the
man Rights Campaign said in a
first day of the hearing. He said
statement. Neither did Demo—
even if the killing wasn‘t entirely
cratic candidates Al Gore, the
—a hate crime, biases often esca—
vice president, orBill Bradley,
late into violence.
f
the former U.S. senator from New
"What we are now clear onis
Jersey.
surely Glover is a homophobe
The pledge was sponsored by
and a racist," he said after a wit—
more than a dozen groups that
ness testified to hearing Glover ~ publicly abhor homosexuality. It
use derogatory terms about Gays
has provisions opposing includ—
and Blacks. "What we need to
ing same—sex relationships under
hear now is that Glover had
the term "marriage," opposing
knowledge that, in fact, Winchell
discussion of homosexuality in
was indeed Gay."
>
schools, and federal laws to spe—
cifically protect homosexuals
from discrimination. |

Future Falwell Targets
The Rev. Jerry Falwell re—
cently outed Tinky Winky, from
‘the television show Teletubbies
because, Falwell pronounced,
"The character is clearly a fount
of Gayness. He is purple, the
Gay color; he has an antenna
shaped like a triangle, the Gay
symbol; and he carries a purse,
something all Gay people do."
But Falwell‘s workis far from
over.
The fol—

his buddy Daffy, who, it is
worth noting, has a lisp.
Velma (of Scooby Doo)
Evidence: Always tries to sit
next to Daphne in the Mystery
Machine. Sports that butch hair—
cut. Has broad shoulders and
wears thick turtleneck sweaters
and knee socks. Never once
shagged Shaggy.
Popeye
Evidence: Eats lots of salad. f ae
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DID NOTHING.

Wears a sailor suit, even though 3
he hasn‘t been

lowing are

on a ship in
Opinions expressed in
some other
years..
_ Does
targets he is
editorials,commentaries
little
sailor
preparing to
and letters are those of
dances.
Dates
a
go after...
the authors.
flat—chested
Fred
%
transvestite
Flintstone
named
Olive
Oyl.
Best friend
Evidence: His nickname on
named
Wimpy.
the Bedrock bowling team:
Batman and Robin
"Twinkle—Toes Flintstone." The
Evidence:
Robin‘s nickname
show‘s theme song ends "... we‘ll
—
Boy
Wonder.
Batman‘s real
have a Gay old time!" He wears
name is Bruce. Both wear tights.
an orange vest with little tri—
They‘re in great shape. They like
angles on it. Hangs out with
Barney far more than Wilma.
Bugs Bunny
Evidence: Often stands with
hand on hip. Plays a hairdresser
in one cartoon. Frequently
dresses in drag. Loves to throw
on a top hat and tails and belt
out Broadway show—tunes with.

LGCJ

A AL BEATING *
HIS
Me Baral
‘ pT. BARRY WINCHELL

to show each other their "grap—
pling hooks."
PEéppermint Patty
Evidence: Has a deep, grav—
elly voice. Wears pants, not
dresses like the other Peanuts «
gals. Plays a mean game of foot
ball. Likes, to taunt Charlie

Questionaire

Continued from page 1
of us.
:
5. No. Criminal sanction should
be reserved for criminal offenses.
6. No. Tolerance and diversity
should be taught without differen—
tiation of any sort.. We should em—
phasize our similarities, not our
differences.
C. J. Cochran (Independent)
1. Schools, Transportation,
Crime, Housing
2. Yes. It will never matter
who the victim is. Criminal acts
against anyone should never be
tolerated.
a
3. No. Sexual orientation is
personal and not a reason for spe—
cial treatment. No discrimination
or bias for gender.
4. No. Not a moral Godly act.
5. No. It is a criminal act un—
der God.
6. No. Not a school issue. Per—
sonal choice is just that. Personal
Riesel Sandridge (City Coun—
cil Dist. 1) (Democrat)
1. Funding for our school sys—
tem, crime, public works, hous—
ing and race relations.
2. Yes. It is wrong to injure
people because of personal gen—
der, race, religious beliefs or
sexual orientation.
>
3. No. Sexualorientation is
personal.

OF UNIT COHESION,
AND EXTEND
OUR DEEPEST
_ APOLOGIES
TO THE
ACCUSED.
@@§

or more cartoons. visit www.planetout.com
Brown. Always hanging out
with that androgynous Marcie.
Wears comfortable shoes. Nick—
name: Sir.
The Pink Panther
Enough said...

.

4. Yes
5. No. Sexual orientation is
personal.
6. No. Teenagers are too
young to understand.

3. Yes. Because I believe in
the teaching of the Bible, of let
the wheat and the tares, St. Mat—
thew 13:30
4. No. Because of my being a _
Preacher.
5. No. Because of the teach——
ing of Romans 1:17—22
6. Yes. Same as question 3

Jerry Benya (City Council
Dist. 1)
F
1. Neighborhood association,
business relations, city cultiva—
Eddie Neal—City Council Dist.
tion
4
(Democrat)
:
2. I agree—that any crime
1. To ensure that City govern—
against humanity should be swift
ment works for everyone.
and severe. I do not agree with
2. Yes. Crimes motivated by
parole on felonies. No one should
_hate
warrants special penalties.
live in fear.
3. Yes. Discrimination of any
3. Anyone who is a citizen of
kind is wrong.
the United States have the right
4. No opinion
to purchase a home, no questions
5. No. The key word being
asked.
consensual.
4. Strictly a corporate policy,
6. Yes. People have the right
not a city policy. It would be nice
to believe or be what ever they
to be allowed to have another per—
desire.
son on a policy.
5. As long as no laws are bro— _
Ira L. King—City Council Dist.
ken such as public nudity, lewd—
4 (Democrat)
ness, etc. Your home is your
1. Establishing local laws
sanctuary.
criminalizing hate crimes against
6. No. School is not to be able
any group of individuals for any
to push an agenda, regardless.
reason, especially gays and les—
W.L. Bates—City Council
bians. Lobbying the State Legis—
Dist. 4 (Democrat)
lature for gaming in Tennessee.
1. Better representation, Safer
2. Yes. I favor such legisla—
neighborhoods, community in—
tion.
Gays and lesbians are con—
volvement
s
stantly
the
target
of
2. Yes. Because being a prod—
narrow—minded, fundamentalist
uct of yester—year, I know the
bigots. This is unconstitutional,
feeling of crime motivated. by
See LGCJ Questionaire on page 20
hate.
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‘Amazmg Statement Gay Lawmaker Says
HOUSTON
(AP) has— toldTexas
Gov.
George
W.
Bush
the
—state‘s
only
openly
Gay
legislator
he should not
take aspersonally
the
governor‘s
remarks
aGOPpresi—
dential
candidate
abouthomosexu—
als
on
the
campaign
trail, a
published
report
says.
Bushonapproached
Rep. Glen
Maxey
the
Texas
House
floor
and
made
the
statementearlierthis
year, the Chronicle
Austin Democrat
told the19
Houston
in
theirAug.
editions.
"He put his
Bush Made

handson my shoul—
ders and he pulled me in where al—
most our noses were touching,"
Maxey told the newspaper. "It‘s

almost an uncomfortable level
where he gets really close and per—
sonal, nose to nose.
"And he says to me, ‘L value you
as a person and I value you as a
human being, and I want you to
know, Glen, that what I say pub—
licly about Gay people doesn‘t per—
‘tain to you,‘ " Maxey said.
But a Bush spokesman, Scott — ~
McClellan, contends the account is.
false.
Calling the encounter with Bush
"amazing," Maxey said he told the —
governor that when "you say a Gay
person‘s not fit to be a parent, that‘s
real personal."
Bush opposes Gay adoptlons

and has not usually sided with Gay
activists on legislation that con—
cerns them. But he has stated sup—
port for the military‘s "don‘t ask,
don‘t tell" policy and criticized
Texas GOP officials who made in—
sulting remarks in 1998 about a
group of Gay Republicans who
wanted to have a booth at the state
convention.
Maxey said that, in the April 19
exchange on the House floor, Bush
first praised him begrudgingly for
expanding a children‘s health—in—
surance program beyond a more
modest plan the governor‘s office
had backed.
The lawmaker said he shared the
encounter with Bush with nearby
minority legislators immediately
afterward. Many of the minority

legislators found it dlsturblng,
Maxey said.
"It was the most amazing thing
for me as a Gay person to hear him
say that," Maxey told the newspa—
per.
But McClellan insisted that the
greeting was short and simple.
"He congratulated him on
CHIPS. That was the extent of the
conversation," he— said. "I‘m
baffled that if (Maxey) was of—
fended four months ago, he‘s just
now bringing it up."
Rep. Dawnna Dukes, D—Austin,
said she overheard Bush‘s remark
about Maxey cramming the health
plan down his throat. But Dukes,
who sits behind Maxey in the
House chamber, said she didn‘t
hear the rest of the conversation.

Texas Gov. George W. Bush

Falwell Agrees to Tone Down
Anti—Gay Rhetoric
Records & CDs
901/272—7922 _
1794 S. Cooper
Memphis, TN 38194

Sun, 1—6:30 pm
Mon—Sat, 11:30 am—6:30 pm
Email: LstChaCDs@aol.com

SUSAN

as an opportunity to share stories
ric on both sides. That is exactly
what we want."
with Falwell and his followers.
He said his group sees Falwell as
But Falwell said he won‘t
change his view that homosexu—
a victim of misinformation about
ality is a sin.
_
Gays.
— Earlier this year, Falwell drew
Falwell said he has his own
concerns.
criticism from Gay rights activ—
ists after a newspaper he pub—
Tues. with the Rev. Mel White, — < "I speak constantly around the
country
and
almost
invariably
lishes warned parents that Tinky
who plansto bring 200 Gays and
some of the radical activists ...
Winky, the purple Teletubbies
Lesbians to an Oct. 23 dinner here
disrupt the meeting of commit: ‘character from the . popular
with Falwell and 200 of his fol—
violent acts," he said. "Mel sin—
children‘s TV show, could be a
lowers.
cerely
wants
to
lower
the
rheto—
Gay role model.
White said he sees the dinner

LYNCHBURG, Va. (AP) —
The Rev. Jerry Falwell has agreed
to tone down his anti—Gay rheto—
rie after meeting with a Gay ac—
tivist.
Falwell, founder of the now—
defunct Moral Majorlty, met

MACKENZIE
Attorney At Law

FederalCourt Declines to Exempt Air
Carriers

From

By William Schiffmann
Associated Press Writer

1545 Union Avenue
Memphis, TN 381 04

901—278—1004

MEMPHIS

CLUB NicHT
——

Pipeline___

__

Sat., Sept. 11 +10 p.m.
Wear Bear Gear (Hats, T—Shirts, etc.) If You Have It
All Bears & Bear Lovers Welcome...
Come Join the Bear Party!
End of Summer Pool Party Sat., Sept. 18
Check Website for Details
http://www.bigfoot.com/~memphisbears
Space donated as a public service of the Triangle Journal News
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SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —
Hours after a federal appeals
court on July 30 refused to ex—
empt United Airlines and other
air carriers from the city‘s domes—
tic partners ordinance during an
appeal, United announced it
— would offer such benefits to em—
ployees and retirees.
The ruling, from the 9th U.S.
Circuit Court of Appeals, means
the carriers, represented by the
Air Transport Association of
America, must begin to offer be—
reavement leave, family medical
leave and spousal flight discounts
to San Francisco domestic part—
ners.
"They‘re not doing it out of the
goodness of their hearts," said
Deputy City Attorney Marc
Slavin of United‘s announce—
ment. "But it‘s gratifying that
they have finally come around to
the conclusion that offering equal

beneﬁts makes good business
sense.‘
The city law, which took effect June 1, 1997, requires com—
panies doing business with the
city to offer the same benefits to

Domestic

Partners

Law

domestic partners as they do to
United said the benefits will
married spouses.
__
begin domestically in May 2000
In May, U.S. District Court and will vary. For those who can‘t
Judge Claudia Wilken directed legally marry and aren‘t related
the airlines to comply with por— by blood, as in homosexual rela
tions of the law for their employ— tionships, the package will in—
ees in San Francisco. She said clude medical and dental benefits,
they had to provide non—health _ dependent life insurance, pension
benefits to domestic partners; survivor benefits, bereavement
those include bereavement leave, leave and travel benefits.
family leave and flight discounts
For San Francisco employees.
to registered domestic partners, as who can legally marry, but
they do to married employees.
choose not to, United said it
Wilken exempted the airlines would extend travel, paid be—
from the ordinance‘s pension and reavement and family medical
health benefits requirements.
leave benefits.
—
The airlines appealed the de—
To be eligible, an employee
cision, asking for a temporary ex— must submit a notarized affidavit
emption during the appellate that they are living in a domestic
process. The new ruling rejected partner relationship and show
that request. The appeal is ongo— proof they are living together and
ing.
>
é
sharing financial burdens.
"As we have said from the
United, with 97,000 employ—
very outset, this case has never ees nationwide, said it plans to
been about Gay and Lesbian offer the benefits worldwide at a
rights," said United Chairman later date.
and CEO James Goodwin. "What
Some 2,300 companies have
we oppose and what we will con— agreed to abide by the ordinance,
tinue to oppose are local munici— and others are signing on as their
palities intruding upon the federal contracts come up for renewal.
domain by attempting to legislate United employs 20,000 people in
the employee benefits package of the city and at San Francisco In—
companies like airlines doing ternational Airport. —
business nationwide."

Boy Scouts Issue "Don‘t Ask,

Don‘t Tell"

Policy Toward

Gays

ofsexually
assaulting
athe13—year—old
"is inconsistent
withthe
principles
Scout
inside
a
tent
at
camp
on
ofscouting,
such
as
being
open
and
Aug.
1.
Police
say
the
suspect,
truthful,"
and
that
it
could
under—
Michael
Chalk, may face more
mine
longtime
legalhave
argument
charges.
ofconsistent
thetheScouts
that
they
been
troopofthe
leaderGayrecently
in their ban on homo— putAnother
a
photograph
Scout
sexuals.
incamp‘s
the New
Jersey
case
on
the
Todd
Gaziano,
senior
fellow
in
firing
range
and
used
the
legal
studies
at
the
conservative—
photo
for
target
practice,
The
leaning
Heritage
Foundation,
said
Providence
Journal
reported.
the Rhode
Island decision
"does
That
troop
leader
— who has
cloud
the
issue"
regarding
the
notbeen
identified
by
name—was
Scouts‘
stated
ban
on
Gays.
Buthe
leave the camp, the
says that that
the Scouts‘
main orga—
legal ordered
newspapertoreported.
argument
it
is
a
private
nizationto that
hasadmit
constitutional
rights
ban
or
anyone it
chooses
stands.
M.A.G.Y.
Agreeing
with
that
assessment
islegalRoger
Pilon,for vice
president
for
affairs
the
Cato
Institute,
Memphis
aington,
Libertarian
think
tank
in
Wash—
D.C..
Area
ButhepredictedtheBoy
Scouts
may
getmembers
some forflakallowing
from families
.
Gay
ofits
some—
one
who
is
Gay
to
stay
in
the
orga—
nization.
Youth
"People
across
the
country
will
befornothing
pulling boys
from theas aprotest,"
Scouts, if Peer support and
morethan
he Hesaid.said allowing a homosexual discussion group
to remain a Scoutwould havebeen
be "outof Call 335—MAGY
Scouts
characterwithwhatthey
. website:
arguing
for
years."
Cannot Ban Homosexuals
There athavethe been
a seriesScoutof www.geocities.com/
problems
Hopkinton
have
‘the
responsibility
to
main—
invitation,
theLaw
Against
Dis—
westhollywood/1772/
TRENTON,
N.J.
(AP)Supreme
— Here crimination requires that all mem— tain, rear andeducate‘ children camp over the past two weeks.
are
excerpts
of
the
state
Published
as a public service
ofThe
A 37—year—oldarrestedon
troop leaderfrom
suchparent.
that he stands in the place£ of Pawtucketwas
bers
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PROVIDENCE, R.I. (AP) — A
local Gay teen is being allowed to
stay in the Boy Scouts, a decision
that‘s raising questions about the
Scouts‘ long—standing ban on ho—
mosexual members.
With the blessing of leaders at
the national level, local Scout lead—
ers have adopted guidelines simi—
lar to the military‘s "don‘t ask,
don‘t tell" policy toward Gays. —
A New York attorney who suc—
cessfully fought the Scouts in a re—
cent New Jersey case, Evan
Wolfson, said as far as he knows it
is the first time the Scouts have put
such a policy in writing.
The guidelines, set out in a writ—
ten statement issued Aug 10, say
. Scout leaders had no right to ask a
16—year—old Eagle Scout whether
he was Gay recently.
The Eagle Scout, who has not
been identified by name, says he
was denied a job answering phones
at a Rhode Island Scout camp after
he admitted to the camp director
that he was Gay.

News of the Eagle Scout‘s .
charge spread throughout Camp
Yawgoog, a 1,800—acre getaway
near the Connecticut border. On
Aug. 4, about 90 camp staffers
staged a sit—in in support of the Gay
Scout, shutting ‘down part of the
camp.
After the youth threatened legal
action, the Scouts‘ Narragansett
Council in Providence issued a
statement saying it was wrong to
ask whether he is Gay.
That statement reaffirmed the
Scouts‘ position that being Gay is
"inconsistent with" the oath all
Scouts must take in which they
vow to be "morally straight" and
"clean in thought, word and deed."
But the statement also suggested
that Scouts who are covertly Gay
won‘t be pushed out, by specify——
ing that the organization "does not
accept those who openly self—iden—
tify as homosexuals."
The statement was drafted after
consultations with national Scout
leaders, said Peter Reid, a member
of the Narragansett Council..
Some legal experts say the state—
ment could undermine the Boy

Scouts‘ defense of their ban on
Gays if it comes before the U.S.
Supreme Court.
Jay Sekulow, chief counsel for
the Virginia—based American Cen—
ter for Law and Justice, said the
statement "appears to contradict"
the Boy Scouts‘ stated ban on ho—
mosexuals.
Sekulow said the Scouts will
have to clear up the inconsistency
before they try to persuade the
nation‘s high court to uphold the
Gay ban.
"For this case to be successful
they have to advocate a specific
policy," he said.
The New Jersey Supreme Court
recently ruled that the Boy Scouts‘
ban on Gays is illegal under the
state‘s anti—discrimination laws.
The Boy Scouts are appealing that
decision to the U.S. Supreme
Court.
Wolfson, who successfully rep—
resented a Gay Scout in the New
Jersey case, said that in past court
cases the Scouts have made refer—
ences to "don‘t ask, don‘t tell" but
have argued in defense of a flat ban.
He also said the shift in policy
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W|tness Skinhead Had Oral Sex at Party
By PhillipPressRawls
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a seeGaither‘s
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trial
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ing
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said
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whether
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anyone else from Sylacaugawould
tokeep the Gay
man from telling anyone they had
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Mullins testified that he lured
Gaither to his death by promising
him sex with Butler, a boyish—look—
ing sixth—grade dropout.
Jury deliberations were ex—
pected to begin later Thursday in
this central Alabama town so small
it doesn‘t have a motel, restaurant
or traffic light.
Mullins, 25, has pleaded guilty
to murder in the Feb. 19 beating

__ tionedhim.

car on fire to destroy evidence. But

death of Gaither, 39. In return, Dis—
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Florlda last year, an increase
of 27 percent from the 160 hate
crimes reportedin 1997.
The Florida director of the Anti—
— Defamation League called hate
crimes "a cancer in American so—
ciety."
"Hate crimes by their nature
challenge the very notion of living
harmoniously in multicultural com—
munities," Art Teitelbaum said
from Miami.
The annual hate—crime report,
issued Aug. 5 by Attorney General
Bob Butterworth, included two
murders — one linked to racial ha—
tred and the other to prejudice
based on the victim‘s sexual ori—
entation.
~ Vandalism was the most com—
mon hate crime reported last year,
followed by assault and intimida—
tion. As in past years, race remains
the primary motivation, accounting
for 63 percent of hate crimes.
The number of reported hate
crimes doesn‘t reflect the true level
of violent bigotry in Florida, ac—
cording to Teitelbaum and T.H.
Poole of Eustis.
Poole is past Florida president
of the National Association for the
_ Advancement of Colored People,
a position he held for 11 years, and
is now executive assistant to the
president.
Both men say police in some
areas want to avoid the stigma that
goes with hate crimes.
"They hate that tag," Poole said.
Teitelbaum called it the "chamber
of commerce effect."
Poole also said NAACP mem—
bers have encountered resistance in
across
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Hate Crime Reports Climb
27 Percent in Florida
By JackiePress
Hallifax
Associated
Writer
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porting hate crimes than their coun—
reporting hate crimes.
"In our work, when we try to terparts in other counties.
In South Florida, a former mem—
report anything as hate crime, they
turn up both fists and start defend— ber of the white separatist hate
INSTALLED/CEHTIFIED/REPAIRED
ing," he said.
group World Church of the Creator
#BF 1540
However, both Poole and was sentenced .in March to 4—1/2
Teitelbaum said some police agen— years in federal prison for the
853—5506
cies are doing a better job report— March 1998 attack on Exotic
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ing hate crimes.
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Federal prosecutors said he and
A hate ertime is one motivated _
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origin, sexual orientation, disabil—
ity or advanced age.
If a defendant is convicted of a
hate crime, the underlying crime is
treated more seriously: A second—
degree misdemeanor is treated as
a first—degree misdemeanor, a first—
degree misdemeanor is treated as
a third—degree felony, and so on.
What‘s more, victims can sue
their attackers and win triple dam—
ages.
_
No single factor seems to ex—
plain the increase in hate crimes
this year, according to the report,
which also warned that police in
some counties may be more dili—
gent about investigating and re—

believed it was OK to steal from
Jews because they "control" me—
~—dia outlets.
Two West Palm Beach teens,
meanwhile, will be sentenced next
month for killing a Gay man in
April 1998. They beat the victim
beyond recognition, repeatedly

FaiiCiean—up
Time!

LEE§ CARPET
(
Carpet=Upholstery
—
5®

ALK
Trucks s Gar Interiors

kicking and punching himin the
head after the man said "Hey, beau—
tiful" as he passed one of the teens.
In Clay County, sheriff spokes—
woman Mary Justino said a white
man was charged in the cross—burn—
ing case, which happened in Key—
stone Heights, but she said she
didn‘t know the outcome of the
case.
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Rlchard Burkes
—
1963—1 999
by Butch Valentine A
Friends for Life lost a dear friend to AIDS recently with the
passing of Richard Burkes on Aug. 5, one month before his
36th birthday. I have never written a tribute before, and I re—
ally donit know how to express the sense ofloss we at the agency
have. But I want you all to know that Richard was really some—
thing — a real piece of work, so to speak. And man, he got
things done.
When we moved to Madison from Poplar this past Febru—
ary, Richard almost single—handedly got the food pantry in or—
der, and that was a huge undertaking. And his cooking —
boy—o—boy, Richard could cook! He helped to prepare some
outstanding dinners at Feast For Friends, and when he was able,
he prepared some of the most delicious desserts and appetizers
you ever ate. Richard sometimes just took over and ran the
kitchen or the food pantry, though he wasn‘t in charge. He just
saw that things needed to get done, and he made sure they got
done. He was rightfully recognized as Volunteer of the Month
this past April. Yes, Richard took his volunteering seriously, very
seriously. He often said that volunteering at Friends For Life made
him feel better, that it kept him alive. I don‘t know — I think that
sometimes he hadthat effect on us. As for me, I just don‘t know
why people are still dying from AIDS, why we have to lose fam—
ily members and our family of friends like this. Anyway, I just
wanted you all to know about our loss — and for you to know a
little bit about Richard and what he means to us.

Murt
rtle Beach Planning Board May Change
City‘s Flag Ordinance
MYRTLE BEACH, S.C. (AP)
— The Myrtle Beach Planning
Commission is looking at propos—
als to change a city ordinance that
recently came under fire when a
local restaurant owner was forced
to take down two Gay pride flags.
The city‘s sign ordinance pro—
hibits commercial flags in the
amusement park district unless a
business owner has an amusement
park of at least five acres.
The ordinance does allow na—
tional, state, city, county and
church flags.
Linda Robertson, owner of the
RainbowHouse Bistro, was forced
to take down two Gay pride flags
at her business on Chester Street.
Opponents of the ordinance say
it is "content—based," which is con—
trary to the constitutional guaran—
tee of free speech.
The change recommended by
the city staff removes any reference
to content of flag. It does limit the
number of flags allowed based on
frontage space.

The recommendation is that one
flag for premises with at least 60
feet of frontage space and one 5—

by—8—foot flag for each 60—foot in—
crement after that.
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integrity—MemphisWelcomes National Leaders;
Hosts September Feast for Friends
The regular monthly meeting of
Integrity will be moderated on
Tues., Sept. 21, by the Southeast—
ern Regional Vice President of In—
tegrity, John Clinton Bradley of
Greenbelt. Md.
Visiting most of the chapters in
his area, Bradley has expressed par—
ticular interest in the Memphis

Both men have appeared in tele—
chapter. Bradley’s life partner,
Rev. Michael W. Hopkins, is presi— vision documentaries exploring the
dent of National Integrity, as well — relationship of lesbigays to Chris—
as Vicar of St. George‘s Episco— tianity and should offer a person—
able, entertaining and informative
pal Church in Glenn Dale, Md .
Rev. Hopkins, the speaker at the evening, according to Program
Southeastern Conference Integrity Chair Jonathan Cole.
The trip to Memphis has been
in Birmingham, Oct. 29—30, will
made possible with anonymous
accompany Bradley to Memphis.

funding by a friend of Intergrity—
Memphis. Times and place for the
Tues., Sept. 21 evening are 6:30
p.m. worship, 7 p.m. dinner and
program at Calvary Episcopal
Church. For more information, call
the Voice of Integrity at 725—7256.
As in the past, Integrity will co—
host Feast for Friends on Mon.,
Sept. 20, at St. John‘s Methodist
Church. Cited as an innovative,
upbeat, ministry to persons living

with HIV, Feast for Friends has re—
ceived coverage for its positive ap—
proach in both the mainstream and
lesbigay press.
Cuisine by a professional chef,
colorful entertainment and a host of
people, always make this a pleas—
ant way to give and receive, both
within and outside our community,
according to a seasonal Feast vol—
unteer.
:
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Lesbian
issues
to
the
stage.
Emer—
Monroe
Ave. inforprincipal
Memphis at7rolesp.m.in ald Theatre Company produces
fortwo
males
quality
cutting—edgeissuesthatwould
works dealing
a Gay
romantic
thriller.
withcontroversial
Emerald
Theatre
Company will
not ordinarily
be produced
by con—
beROMEO
holdingROMEO,
open auditions
for
ventional
theatres
in
the
Memphis
a company‘s
romantic area.
thriller
written
by
the
SomeJeanof Genet‘s
ETC‘s pastDeathwatch,
works in—
founder
Den—Nickolas
Smith.
clude
Show
dates are Nov. 5—7 and 12— Harvey Fierstein‘s Safe Sex and
15 Theatreworks,
coming
up The
in March
of The
2000Band.
Mart
located
at
2085
Crowley‘s
Boys
In
Monroe
Avenue,
(behind
Overton
EmeraldTheatre
Co.residency
iscurrentlyat
Square)
is
home
to
five
resident
in
it‘s
third
season
of
companies
that One
perform
a fiveresi—
wide va— Theatreworks.
During the
resident
riety
oftheater.
ofthe
company‘s
fast—paced
first
season
dent
companies
is
the
Emerald
five
shows
were
produced
to
wel—
~ Theatre
Company.
;
comingreviews.
ETC
recentlypro—
Formed
in the Smith,
summerETC
of 1996
. Lesbian
duced thePlaywrights
first AnnualCompetition
Gay and
byformed
Den—Nickolas
was
as a means
of tobringing
un— andCelebratingOurIndependence:
conventional
theater
the
Mem—
Contemporary
WorksLife.
Focusing on
phis
area.
Joining
Den
was
Hal
the
Gay
and
Lesbian
Harmon
who serves asco—artistic For more information call 722—
director.
The mission ofETC is to bring 9302 or 276—0168.
New Test identifies
AIDS Virus
MILWAUKEE
(AP) — Anacase
ex— kee
since April
andU.S.hasFood
not been
perimental
blood
testspotted
approved
by
the
and
Drug
Administration.
ofHIV
infection
two
weeks
before
standard
procedures
confirmed
the hepatitis
It can Calsobutbetheusedoddstoofidentify
presence
ofthe
virus,
the
Milwau—
detec—
keeTheBloodtestCenter
says.
tion
are
1
out
of
100,000
donors,
known
asidentified
nucleic acid
McFarland
said.some hesitation
technology
or
NAT
the
There
was
infection possiblyjust
days
after a about
using
NATshebecause
it costs —
potential
blood
donor
contracted
$5
per
donation,
said.
HIV,
evidently
without
his know— use"We
werethatputhadin nota position
to
a
test
been
ap—
ing
it,
Blood
Center
spokeswoman
Janice
McFarland
said.that leads to proved,"
shethesaid,potential
"and youyield."
won—
dered
about
HIV
is
the
virus
molecularapproach
AIDS.
Existing
tests identify
the may"Ithinkthis
virus
after
antibodies
develop,
be
more
effective
and come
which
can
take
several
weeks
and
closesttoclosingthe
window,"
saidof
as long
as
six
months.
Celso
Bianco,
vice
president
"This
one case is oris
not enough
to medical
affairs and
for thepresident
New Yorkof
say
whetherNATis
not
worth
Blood
Center
BloodCenters,
anation—
ithaving
but ititincertainly
wasWeprevented
important America‘s
this
case.
wide
nonprofit
network
of
which
transmission
ofHIV
and
NATwas
the
Milwaukee
centeris
amember.
the only thingsaid.that— prevented it," which
Thedetects
p24 antigen
procedure,
McFarland
viral
proteins,
"took
The
NAT
method
is
being
many
months
before
we
detected
evaluated
at blood centers
nation—. ourTheyoungman
first case," Bianco
said. the
wide. It identifies
HIV genetic
identifiedby
material
test underwent
additional
stream. thatcirculates in the blood NAT
tests,
confirming
the
original
diag—
It
can
identify
HIV
within
five
noses
Tuesday,
the
center
said.
days
compared
average
answered in the
nega—
16test,daysasanother
throughrecently
thewithp24andeveloped
antigen risk
tiveHeofAIDS,
onhadquestionnaires
about
his
including
whetherhe
screening procedure, McFarland man.
used drugs orhad sex with another
said.
NAT has been used in Milwau—
Deep Inside

Gay Softball Word Series Wrapup
Jaguars 9
The San Diego Extasis team was
Members of the J—Wag‘s Jag—
San
Diego
Pirates
6
next
on the agenda for the Haze
uars and Backstreet Haze softball
which
was a close game until Extasis
teams took to the highway and air
Jaguars 9
went
on
a hitting barrage in the fifth
in theirjourney to Kansas City for
Ft. Lauderdale Alibi 13
inning and seemed to score at will
the 1999 Gay Softball World Se—
The Haze were seeded second in and downed the Haze by 3—14.
ries.
With both Memphis teams elimi—
This international tournament, the C division of 24 teams and Jag—
sponsored by the North American uars were seeded 19th of 29 teams nated from the tournament, it was
Gay Amateur Athletic Alliance in B after completion of pool play time to reflect back and also look for—
— *
ward to next year‘s tournament in
features the top teams from ap— games.
The double elimination portion of Toronto. Competing against the "best
proximately 30 different cities in
the tournament was next with the of the best" is challenging while
the US and Canada competing.
Play is divided into three divi— Jaguars facing San Francisco May— working to improve in order to ad—
sions A, B and C. The Haze team hem and dropping a 9—15 decision vance further is something all the
was entered into the C division, to them. The Haze were pitted teams strive for. :
After all the dust had settled, win—
the Jaguars were in B division. against HRS — Washington DC with
Teams were divided into "pools" HRS slipping by with a 13— 8 score. ners in each division were:
The next game the Jaguars played
(groups) by random draw with
LA Stray Cats
each team playing all teams in KC Dixie Belle Sharps and lost 1— A Division —
KC Dixie Belle
their pool. Teams were then 14 as their defense and bats went si— B Division —
Sharps
"seeded" (ranked) by their won — lent in defeat, while the Haze faced
San Francsico
loss record and runs scored, after KC Club Cabaret and won in a C Division —
Posse
which they began play in the thriller 8—7.
‘double elemination portion of the
MID TOWN HARBOR TOWN U of M
we
tournament.
;
Pool play games were held
Tuesday and Wednesday. The
Haze team played outstanding
softball, playing great defense and
providing timely hitting, in captur—
Broker, Owner, MBA
ing wins in all three of their games.
+ Moore Service
Results were:
« Moore Experience, 15 years
Haze 10
« Moore Memphis Market Knowledge
Long Beach Horny Toads 8
+ Moore Computer Technology
Haze 12 i
« Moore Representation!
Phila. 12th Air Command 7
Haze 14
377—1057
Houston Rich‘s Past Their
Prime 8
The Jaguars finished with one
“5&5?”
MM
% ¥" IY
win and two losses in pool play.
WEB
SITE
hitp://members.aci.com/g
Results were:
Jaguars 2
Tomsat
CORDOVA
Boston Jackhammers 18
ant

Emerald Theatre Co.

Buns on the Run
2150 Elzey Avenue, just east of Cooper
Open Mon 7am — 3pm; Tues — Fri, Zam — 6pm; Sat 7am — 2pm
aaaooa0aooa0a00aa0a0a0a0068o0aaaaaas0aaaa0a0aa8aa
Pam and Sharron have the coffee on
and the griddle hot at 7 each morning.
Start your day with a hot, hearty
breakfast from Buns on the Run.

LOLLWVWWOOD
SEE PAGE 26
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Considering Appeal of Methodist Pastor Suspended for
Blessing Gay Ceremony
The from
Rev. Lombard
Stephen Williams,
a
— By Martha Irvine
pastor
who
is
act—
AssociatedPress
Writer—
ing
as church
counsel
innoted
the Rev.
Gregory
Dell‘s
appeal,
ROSEMONT,
III.is scoffing
(AP) — atA could return to duty if onlyDellhe
church
prosecutor
notuniqns.
to preside overmore
claims
that
the suspension
of a promises
same—sex
United
Methodist
minister
who
"Pastor Dell could end his sus—
blessedceremony
a — Gay couple‘s
ment
is too harsh.commit— pension today . . simply by saying, —
Panel

‘Even if I disagree with the law, I could ever sustain" and suggested
will uphold the law,"" Williams * they put a time limit on the suspen—
said after a hearing Aug. 9 before sion, perhaps for time already
an eight—member church appeals served.

Serving cour Community
for 9 years! Please call me
whea gou are ready to sett
or to purchase a home. I
waut to be gour real estate
‘Faulks! —

Steve Solomon
SOWELL & COMPANY
R+ E+ A < L + T + O — R §
’

STEVE soLOMON

[@

Broker

MLS

Office (901) 278—4380
Residence (901) 363—1060

panel.
At the hearing, Dell‘s counsel
argued that the church has put him
in an impossible situation — forc—
ing him to choose between church
law and the needs of the parishio—
ners at his former church in Chi—
cago, a third of whom are Gay or
Lesbian.
"Ministry to Gay and Lesbian:
people is inescapable. Therefore,
the conflict is inescapable," said the
Rev. Larry Pickens, a Chicago pas—
tor and lawyer who represents Dell.
The United Methodist Church
judiciary council banned samée—sex
_ unions a year ago, one month be—
fore Dell performed a ceremony for
Karl Reinhardt and Keith Eccarius.
In March, a jury of his peers found
Dell guilty of disobedience and or—
dered him suspended as of early
last month.
Pickens asked the panel mem—=
bers to reconsider the charge —
"one of the most serious charges
that a United Methodist pastor

But Williams said the verdict is
solid.
"The facts are not in dispute. The
facts are uncontested," Williams
told the appeals panel. "My burden
was to prove that he performed the
ceremony.‘
The Rev. Phylemon TitusJr., a
Methodist pastor from Detroit who
is the panel‘s chairman, said the
group would issue a written ruhng
in 30 to 60 days.
Other members of the panel —
which includes United Methodist
pastors and lay members from
church‘s north—central region —
are: Ethel Johnson, a lay member
from Columbus, Ohio; the Rev.
Joyce Alford of Madison, Wis.;
Sharon Caine, a lay member from
Jamestown, N.D.; the Rev. Thomas
Brennan of Roseville, Minn.; the
Rev. Terry Clark of Galesburg, III.;
Barbara Gurtler, a lay member from
Peoria,III.; and the Rev. Shurmaine
McAlpine of Everly, Iowa.
* After the hearing, Williams sug—

gested that pastors and Gay and
Lesbian Methodists who are not
willing to heed the church‘s anti—
Gay stance should leave the
church.
"Not all people are going to af— ~
firm and accept the teachings of
. the United Methodist Church," he
said, noting that other churches —
Presbyterian to Catholic — have
taken similar stances against same—
sex unions.
"The church on a broad front
has spoken very clearly," Williams
said.
Methodist officials in Cahfor—
nia are also investigating whether
to charge 68 ministers who blessed
a Lesbian wedding in Sacramento
in January.
Meanwhile, Dell vowed to con—
tinue the fight at the church‘s gen—
eral conference next May in
Cleveland.
"We can‘t put it to rest as long
as there are real human beings who
are being hurt," Dell said, pausing
to choke back tears
"At the deepest part of my soul,
I believe.God will not allow this
— to be put to rest."

Defense Calls for Manslaughter
Conviction in ‘Jenny Jones‘ Slaying
In Schmitz‘s confession after
County assistant prosecutor Donna
Pendergast called the crime "the the shooting three days later, the
epitome of senseless violence and self—described heterosexual told
PONTIAC, Mich. (AP) — The destruction, the cold—blooded and police he had been humiliated on
man who killed a Gay acquaintance unwarranted obliteration of human national television.
In the defense‘s opening argu—
after the victim revealed a crush on life."
She called Schmitz "a man with ment, Sabbota contended that
him during a TV taping should be
convicted of manslaughter and a gun, a man with a grudge." She Amedure provoked Schmitz. He
nothing more, his own attorney told played the 911 call from argued that a manslaughter convic—
Amedure‘s roommate and said tion would be the just outcome.
jurors Aug. 19.
After the taping, the defense
"I won‘t ask you to set him free. Schmitz clearly had setout to kill
contends, Amedure‘s affection
I want you to Bnvict him of what Amedure.
Schmitz, then 24, and Amedure, — turned into an obsession that fri ghthe did," attorney Jerome Sabbota
32, flew to Chicago for the taping ened Schmitz.
told jurors.
"What happens is that Scott
He made the comment in his of an episode of The Jenny Jones
~
opening statement in the retrial of Show on March 6, 1995. Amedure, Amedure lights a fuse and every
Jonathan Schmitz, accused of sec— who was Gay, revealed his crush time that fuse starts to flicker out,
ond—degree murder for the 1995 on Schmitz to the studio audience Scott Amedure relights it," he told
shotgun slaying of Scott Amedure. during the taped segment, which jurors.
Schmitz was convicted of sec—
In her statement, Oakland never aired.
ond—degree murder at his first trial
in 1996, but the verdict was thrown
Gay Male Chorus Holds
out because of errors made by the
judge.
20—Hour Music Marathon
In the first trial, Schmitz‘s law—
yers
argued that mental illness and _
The grand finale, "I Have Loved,"
DALLAS (AP) — The Turtle
ambush
tactics of the Jones show —
Creek Chorale is dedicating a pos— was sung as a salute to members who
pushed him into a rage that led to
sible world record to more than 120 © have been lost to disease over the
the killing.
years.
members who have died of AIDS.
The judge in the new trial has
It was written by a former cho—
The Dallas—based chorus cel—
ruled
that the defense won‘t be al—
ebrated its upcoming 20th season _ rale member who died from AIDS
lowed to present evidence of
and
is
part
of
a
larger
musical
work
with a 20—hour music marathon that
called We No Longer Touch, a cho— Schmitz‘s extensive history of
ended at 2 a.m. Aug. 15.
mental illness.
"Well they‘re definately tired, but rale official said.
— Under Michigan law, dimin— —
At the conclusion, the packed
the Turtle Creek Chorale may have
ished mental capacity cannot be
house
gave
the
225
chorale
members
sang its way into the record books
used as a defense against a charge
early this morning," a spokesman a standing ovation.
The concert included many of second—degree murder. Such a
said
defense was allowed in the first
The feat will be subrmtted to the differnt types of choral music includ—
trial because the original charge
Guinness Book ofWorld Records for ing show tunes, classical pieces
then was first—degree murder.
: p0551ble 1nclusron asthe longest cho- ~ Christmas carols and gospel tunes.
.......................
—I .;
ral concert

By Justin Hyde
Associated Press Writer

levi—leather club

CLUB NIGHT

Sat., August 21

———

—
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PIPELINE

SHOW YOUR LEATHER!
Space donated as apublic service of the Triangle Journal News
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Spiritual Resources

in

the

Memphis Area

Calvary Episcopal Church — 525—6602
First Congregational Church — 278—6786
First United Methodist Church — 527—8362
Holy Trinity Community Church — 320—9376
Idlewild Presbyterian Church — 726—4681
Living Word Christian Church — 276—0577
Memphis Friends Meeting — 323—3196
Neshoba Unitarian Universalist Church — 756—5433
Prescott Memorial Baptist Church — 327—8479
Safe Harbor MCC — 458—0501
St. John‘s United Methodist Church — 276—4104
St. Patrick Catholic Church — 527—2542
St.

Therese Catholic Church — 276—1312

Unitarian Church of the River — 526—8631
Unity Church (Kirby Rd.) — 754—4241
Published as a

\_

a

public service by the Triangle Journal News.
.—
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Anti—Gay Church

Protesters Outnumbered

because we felt we wanted to be
There was little other confron—
witnesses for love and tolerance in
tation.
the presence of hate and bigotry.
"I can‘t believe how civil this
We didn‘t want this to go
MONTPELIER, Vt. (AP) —
is," said Montpelier Police Sgt.
unresponded," Kowalski said.
Members of a Kansas church were
John Martin. There were more than
A teen—ager from Williamstown
surrounded and drowned out by
a dozen state and city police on
got into an argument with Phelps‘
counter—demonstrators Aug. 3 as
hand.
backers over the church‘s contin—
they picketed in front of the Ver— —
Eventually, the demonstration
ued
denunciations of Matthew
mont Statehouse against Gay mar—
turned into a parade, as—counter—
Shepard, a University of Wyoming
riage.
§
demonstrators accompanied police
student who was murdered last year
Ten members of the Westboro . who escorted the church members
in part because he was Gay. The
Baptist Church of Topeka, Kan.,
back to their cars.
church picketed Shepard‘s funeral.
held signs, sang hymns and
Police turned out in numbers in
The Vermont protest some church
chanted for about an hour. They
part because of the church‘s hate
members carried signs that said
were vastly outnumbered, how—
message, Martin said. Demonstra—
"Matt in Hell" with a photo of him.
ever, by a crowd that grew to more
tors carried signs that said such
"The things they‘re saying
than 200.
things as "God Hates Fags" and
about Matthew Shepard, exploiting
The picket by the church, which
"Fags Doom Nation."
his death and using it as their trade—
preaches hatred of Gays and Les—
Ten members of the church, in—
mark, is completely absurd," said
bians and anyone who supports
cluding six members of founder the
Levi Freeman, 18. "I don‘t agree
them, turned into more of a color—
Rev. Fred Phelps Sr.‘s family, held
with the fact that they‘re trying to
ful celebration by the counter—
signs, chanted and sang.
tell all other Christians that God
demonstrators.
They were lured to Vermont by
only loves them."
Members of the Bread and Pup—
a state Supreme Court case seek—
Even groups that agree with
pet theater troupe performed with
ing to legalize Gay marriage.
their larger—than—life puppets be—
The case was argued in Novem—_ Phelps‘ opposition to Gay marriage
distanced themselves.
neath a banner that read: "Take
ber and the court has not said when
The Family Research Council
your hate out of our state."
it would rule. No one from the
supports traditional marriages be—
Burlington performance artist
court, which sits on the east edge
tween a man and a woman but de—
Yolanda, a drag queen, attended in
of the Statehouse lawn, stopped by
nounced the Phelps demonstration.
a red gown and makeup, blowing
the demonstration.
"We regret that Mr. Phelps has
soap bubbles over the church pick—
Phelps‘ son, Fred Phelps Jr.,
eters. Another demonstrator scat—
said the church wanted to spread offered the media a crude carica—
ture of Christian resistance to the
tered glitter dubbed "fairy dust"
its interpretation of the Bible.
homosexual agenda," council
over everyone.
"We think we have a responsi—
spokeswoman Janet Parshall said
Despite a couple of heated ex—
bility as new testament Christians
ina statement.
changes between the opposite
to preach the Bible on this ex—
The church‘s message was not
sides, the demonstration was
tremely salient and current issue.
welcomed, either, by some state
largely peaceful. There was one
... This is the only moral issue fac—
scuffle when a man from
ing the country," the younger: workers who stopped to watch.
"This is sad. I don‘t think this
Yarmouth, Maine, allegedly tried
Phelps said.
church demonstrates God‘s love,"
to take a sign from one of the
The focus on hate is what drew
said Judy Winger as she headed to
church members.
many of the counter—protesters, in—
her office. "The Bible says you
Steven Cohen, 22, was quickly
cluding Gary Kowalski, pastor at
don‘t judge your brother. That‘s the
arrested by city and state police.
the Unitarian Universalist Society
way my Bible talks."
He later was released with a cita—
in Burlington. .
E
Another state worker who
tion for disorderly conduct.
"My whole family came down
By Ross Sneyd
Associated Press Writer

Threat Prompts

watched said she saw nothing
wrong with the idea of Gay mar—
riage. "I think they should go for
it," said Lynn Guare. "It‘s not up
to us to decide."
But not all Vermonters share
that view and Rep. Paul Poirier, a
Barre Democrat who watched the
commotion on his way to a meet—
ing, said he feared Gay marriage
could become an ugly debate.
"It scares me," said Poirier, who

MASSAGE

@&~

Fund—raiser

ROYAL OAK, Mich. (AP) —
ficer Don Morris said. A search
"It‘s a horrendous violation, but
A fund—raiser for a Gay rights
with bomb—sniffing dogs showed
in the context of recent indiscrimi—
group was rescheduled after a
no sign of a bomb, police said later.
nate terrorist activity around the
bomb threat emptied a sold—out the—
Some 320 people were at the
country, targeting minorities and
ater in this Detroit suburb.
theater for the 7:30 p.m. screening
Gays, it is especially terrifying,"
An Aug. 12 search of the Main
of a movie to raise funds for the
Montgomery said in a statement.
Art Theatre showed there was no _ Triangle Foundation, an advocacy
The screening was rescheduled
bomb, Royal Oak police said. The
group for Gays, Lesbians and bi—
for Aug. 19. Tickets sold for the
suspect remained at large.
sexuals in metropolitan Detroit,
Aug. 12 fund—raiser would be hon—
Police in neighboring Ferndale
said its executive director, Jeffrey
ored then, the Triangle Foundation
received the telephoned threat just
Montgomery.
said.
before 7 p.m., Ferndale Lt. Tom
Thomson said. The call was made
Gay/Lesbian Square Dancing
to the police 911 emergency num—
ber from a pay telephone in
Thursday Nights
Ferndale, but no one was around
the pay phone when police checked
7:30 p.m.
on it, he said.
The male caller said he had been
in the theater earlier Aug. 12 and
Call 272—2116
left a bomb inside, and made sev—
or
eral anti—Gay remarks, Thomson
325—6518
said.
_
About 350 people were evacu—
for more information
M E MOP H1 S
ated from the three—screen theater,
and nearby buildings also were
Space donated as a service of the Triangle Journal News
evacuated, Royal Oak police Of—

ZC
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NATIONALLY CERTIFIED MASSAGE THERAPIST

GENTLE, RELAXING
FULL BODY MASSAGE

IN/OUT CALLS
161—7977

GIFT CERTIFICATES

As other denominations
tell you "No,"

Evacuation of Theater

During Gay Rights

said he‘d probably vote for Gay
marriage if it were presented to the
Legislature. "When that decision
‘comes down from the court, it‘s
going to divide Vermonters. I hear
it in my own community. ... We
live in an isolated world here in
Vermont. You don‘t see this kind
of hate. But on this issue, they (his
constituents) would be with these
people."

we continue to proclaim
a joyous "YES !"

First

Congregational

UNITED

CHURCH

OF

CHRIST

An Open and Affirming Church
celebrating the image of God in every person
and the sacred value of every human life

j

Come and Visit Us!

Sundays at 9:00 & 10:30 am; Wednesdays at 6:00 pm
246 South Watkins » 278—6786 phone; 278—2071 fax
Rey. Cheryl Cornish, pastor
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~Midtown

#
1757 Autumn Ave. — $259,900. 3 BR, 2 1/2 BA, 4 bay windows,

#
%
1238 Sledge— $175,500. Datfoldils, lilacs and illies!!This

luxury bath, stainless kitchen, incredible porch. Guest house rents for
$550.

!OVely historic treasure has an awesome kitchen, light open
spaces and a studio/workshop with skylights! New drive—
way. 5 BR renovated kitchen w/ real butcher counters —
Divine.

___

1279 Sledge—$179,900. Rock the summer away! Bestfront porch
in Midtown! Behind the front door is an awesome home, too! One of
the coolest kitchens in town. Updated baths and 5 bedrooms. NEW
ROOF, covered parking!

Harbortown

1003 Island Park Circle — Custom—built three—story
home located in Harbortown. This 3—bedroom, 3.5—bath home
features 5 porches (one screened), an office and a media
room with spectacular views of the river from every floor. Other

105 Island Crest Circle — 3 bedroom, 25 bath,
hardwood floors, moldings galore, brick courtyard, pro—

amenities include hardwood floors, 2—person jacuzzi, ceiling
fans, 2" wood blinds throughout, ventless fireplace, built—in

.
146 Harbor Ridge — Ain‘t we got STYLE?! Custom design

Pte "a ma nottoPS
I

(Manhattan style), skyline view (Memphis style), eAll
porches (Southern style), plus soaring celhngs, fireplace, 3 BR,

§
f
>
fessionally landscaped, sprinkler system, jacuzzi, 2—car
garage, foyer, plantation shutters.

3 BA & bonus room. Best value on the Island. $249,900.

Anne Marie Upshaw

Tuer

§

Don Neilson

NEILsoN

Murrey Enterline

Grour,

LLC

—O@:~IR
2719 Unton Avenur, ExtEnprp +e MemrHis, TN 38112 + 324—5800
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No Obwous Decision for Supreme Court on Scout Issue
By RichardPressCarelli
Associated
Writer
wmnmg lawyer in the New Jersey
case, called Supreme Court review
""a possibility but by no means a
sure shot."
The Boy Scouts have three
months, until early November, to
file their appeal. The court likely
will not say until early 2000
whether it will review the case.
Review is granted if four of the
nine justices vote to do so.
The appeal will argue that the
New Jersey law violates the Boy
Scouts‘ constitutionally protected
freedoms of association and
speech. A major hurdle may be a
series of unanimous Supreme
Court decisions dealing with state
public—accommodation laws.
The court ruled in 1984 that
states may force the Jaycees, an
organization dedicated to develop—
ing America‘s future leaders, to
admit women as full members.
Three years later, the court ex—
panded on that decision, ruling that
states may force Rotary Interna—
tional to admit women as members.
In both, the justices deemed the
service groups "public accommo—
dations" — not private clubs —
and said they must comply with
state anti—discrimination laws.
Addressing male—only policies
in private clubs in 1988, the court
said New York City can bar dis—
~ crimination against women and
minorities by clubs with more than
400 members.
The justices noted in that case,
however, that some clubs or orga—
nizations might be able to prove
they were organized for "specific

WASHINGTON
(AP)reluctant
— The _
SupremeCourt,
although
towilltackle
disputes
over
Gayground
rights,if
be
on
familiar
legal
itofagrees
to judge
the Boyof Scouts
America‘s
exclusion
homo—
sexuals.
courtalready
has staked out
itsthatThe
views
on
private
organizations
ban women
members
andkeepon
aGayprivate
sponsor‘s
efforts
to
groups from
marching
inBos—the
St.ton.Patrick‘s
Day
Parade
in
Together,
however,
those
past
decisions
do
not
point
to
an
obvi—
ousTheresultBoyin Scouts
the BoyplanScouts
case.
to
appeal
aing,NewAug.Jersey
Supreme
Courtexclu—
rul—
4
,
that
said
their
sion
ofviolates
homosexual
boys and
leaders
a
state
lawbanning
discrimination
inrelated
public stories
accommo—on
dations.
(See
page
5.)Davidson
Boy Scouts
lawyerof
George
is
confident
a Supreme
Courtfewerreview
—winning
success
achieved
by
than
100
of
the
approximately
7,000
appeals
that each
reachyear.the nation‘s
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"I know
the likelihood
is statis—
tically
low,but
I‘m
confident
our
case
has
a
high
probability,"
Davidson
said.
"This
is anso impor—
tant
issue
that
affects
many
American
families."
Gay oftheLambdaLegal
rights lawyer Evan
Wolfson
fense and Education Fund, De—
the

expressive purposes" that they
would be prevented from pursuing
"if they cannot confine ... member—
ship to those whoshare the same
sex, for example, or thesame reli—
gion."
That notion played a role in the
court‘s unanimous 1995 decision
that the longtime sponsor of
Boston‘s St. Patrick‘s Day Parade
never should have been forced to
let a group of Gays and Lesbians
participate.
The justices said Massachusetts
courts violated the parade
sponsor‘ s rights when they invoked
the state‘s public accommodations
law to force inclusion of a homo—
sexual group in the 1992 and 1993
parades. Parades, the court said, are
"a form of expression" and their
private sponsors cannot be forced
"to include among the marchers a
group imparting a message the or—
ganizers do not wish to convey."
Davidson said the Boy Scouts‘
appeal will rely heavily on that
1995 ruling, arguing that the
group‘s values, which include
keeping boys "morally straight,"
would be compromised by open—
ing membership to Gays.
Wolfson said the highest court
might reject such an argument af—
ter concluding, as the New Jersey
court did, that the Boy Scouts have
no stated purpose of opposing ho—
mosexuality. "They don‘t need a
First Amendment license to dis—
criminate," Wolfson said. "It‘s not
their purpose."
The Supreme Court‘s most im—
portant Gay—rights ruling upheld

Georgia‘s anti—sodomy law in
1986, and said consenting adults
have no constitutional right to pri—
vate homosexual conduct.
_
However, the court in 1996
struck down a Colorado measure
it said would deny homosexuals
constitutional protection from dis—
crimination and make them "un—
equal to everyone else." The state
constitutional provision banned
enactment of laws aimed at protect—
ing homosexuals from discrimina—
tion.

Such rulings are rare. The jus—
tices repeatedly have turned away
numerous other Gay—rights dis—
putes, including challenges to
President Clinton‘s "don‘t ask,
don‘t tell" policy on Gays in the
military.
The court last November re—
fused to hear the appeal of a Cali—
fornia man ousted as a Boy Scouts
leader because he is Gay, the first
such case to reach it this decade. It
also turned away a similar case in
1984.
TN
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Nevada Governor Won‘t Sign Proclamation
for Reno‘s Gay Pride Event
By Brendan Riley
Associated Press Writer
CARSON CITY (AP) — The
zany irreverence of the Sisters of
— Perpetual Indulgence is just too
much for Nevada Gov. Kenny
Guinn. He won‘t sign a proclama—
tion for a Gay pride event in Reno
because the "Sisters" are participat—
ing.
:
Guinn spokesman Jack Finn
said the GOP governor also balked
because organizers of the event an—
nounced he had signed the procla—
mation before he had finished:
reviewing it.
"This is not an anti—Gay stance
by the governor," Finn said. "Re—
member, he‘s the governor who _
signed Nevada‘s anti—discrimina—
tion law during the lastsession."
"He‘s completely in support of
any groups celebrating their
lifestyles. It‘s just a problem with:
this particular event."
2
Finn said Guinn was "nervous
to begin with" because of the proc—
lamation faux pas — "and then we
got calls about the Sisters of Per:
petual Indulgence, who have been
__known to put on performances that _

852 S.

could be construed as very disre—
spectful of religious organiza—
—
tions."
The Sisters, mostly Gay men
from San Francisco, dress up as
nuns and stage events such as a
"hunky Jesus" contest and a mock
church sevice in which condoms
instead of communion wafers are
passed out.
They adopt names such as Sis—
ter Ann R. Key, Dana Van Iqulty f
and Camille Leon.
The Sisters also raise money for
AIDS, Gay—rightsgroups and other
charities.
Kendall Stagg, parade coordina—
tor for the Reno Gay Pride event,

said Guinn‘s refusal to sign the
proclamation was surprising, since
his group had been assured earlier
the governor would sign.
Stagg added the Sisters are only
one of several groups participating
in the event — and Guinn "clearly
does not understand the inherent
goodness of the Sisters."
"The Sisters devote nearly all of
their free time to public service.
They are always out in the commu—
nity, offering a helping hand," he
said. "In addition, they have raised
hundreds of thousands of dollars
for children and other charities na—
tionwide."

Cooper Memphis TN 38104

(901) 272—2853
You can get all your floral needs met
here at Lavender Earth. —
It‘s Mum and Pansy time!
Cooper/Young Festival Sept. 18th
Raindate 19th

QueerScience
by Dr. SimonkeVay
See page 24
This Month:
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Party
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Place
306 N. Main
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Welcome lO llle Triangle Journal News CCIIGI'KJOP. We

qu to provide as many upcoming events in llne GLBT
communilq as possilvle. ll you woulcl lil<e to aclcl your
event or need to updale an exislinq evenl, please e-moil
our Calenclop EClllOP, Angelo Laml), Cll
CGnl§€€3(2l@lJOllOO.COm oP COll 729—3915
oncl leave a message.
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August 13 — September 12

Children of Eden
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Music and Lyrics by Stephen Schwartz, Book by John Caird — :
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From the composer/lyricist of Godspel! and Pippin z
Comes a joyous musical about the major player in the e
Book of Genesis — and the pleasures and pains of e
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For Reservations call 726 — 4656

THE

For Reservations call 726—4656

JUNGLE

1474 MADISON
278—4313

a

MEMPHIS‘ —

TJN COMMUNITY CALENDAR
|

Sunday

|

Monday

AUGUST

|
30

* CHURCH SERVICES
Holy Trinity CC
Service 11am; Living
Word Christian
Church Services
10am & 6pm; Safe
Harbor MCC Worship
Service 11am
* Bros. & Sisters
Bowling, Cordova
Lanes, 7945 Club
Cntr Cv, 5:45pm

* WAC Meeting, Call
for Info. (272—3638),
7pm
* Erin Hamilton,
Amnesia, 11:30pm —

|
3

* Lesbians with Breast
Cancer Support
Group, YWCA, 766 S.
Highland, 7pm, 754—
4356
* BGALA, R.P Tracks,
7:30pm, 729—3915

Labor Day
* Church Services
(See Aug. 29)
* Bros. & Sisters
Bowling, Cordova
Lanes, 7945 Club
Cntr Cv, 5:45pm

Tuesday

* Feast for Friends
Dinner,St. John‘s
Methodist, 6:30pm
+Mphs. Pride Mtg.,
Call 276—4479 for
location, 7pm

&

(See August 29)
* Bros. & Sisters

Bowling, Cordova
Lanes, 7945 Club
Cntr Cy,; 5:45pm

7

Friday

|

« PFLAG, St. John‘s
Epscpl. Church, _
7pm, 761—1444
«Cotton Pickin‘
Squares, Prescott
Mem. Bapt. Church,
(Call 272—2116 or
325—6518 for times)

|

* Womin Celebrating;l

* Lesbians with Brea‘st

6:15pm
* TheatreWorks
Audition, 2085
Monroe, 7pm, 2
males needed for
romantic thriller

Highland, 7pm, 754—
4356
* BGALA, Guest .
Speaker, UC, 7:30,
729—3915

(.° Joneusllglo
Tom P:
*
P

* AIDS Consortium
Mtg., United Way Bldg.
on Union, 3pm
| ON
MON, 39

* Church Services .
(See September 1)

Womin, Fully Alive,
Call 323—2078,

* Feast for Friends
Dinner, St. John‘s
ic! 6:30pm
6"
Methodist,

« Martha Wash,
Amnesia, 11:30pm

—OPEN

3 PM — 3 AM

« Lambda Group,
Jackson, TN,
Regional—Hosp.,
Classroom A, 2pm
* Memphis Bears Club

Night, Pipeline,
10pm
The Memphis
Gay and Lesbian
Community
Center

Womin, Fully Alive,
Call 323—2078,
— 6:15pm

* Intergrity Board

Meeting, Calvary
Episcopal, 102 N.
2nd St., 6:30pm
* Lesbians with Breast
Cancer Support
Group, YWCA, 766
S. Highland, 7pm,
754—4356
* BGALA, "March on
Washington" UC,
7:30, 729—3915

WEVLFM 90, ipm
|« Southern Country
Monthly Hoedown,
Club 501

Autumn Begins

October ‘99

«Lambda Group,
Jackson, TN,
a
Regional Hosp.,

119,198 OuPt
p
Mk
Sponsored by NOW,
WEVL FM 90, 1

Classroom
A, 6pm
nels
* Cotton Pickin
Squares, Prescott

6949)
*Tsarus Club Night,
Pipeline, 10pm —
f

24

* Church Services

(See September 1)

9 * Cotton Pickin‘

Squares, Prescott
Mem. Bapt. Church,
(Call 272—2116 or
325—6518 for times)

Box 41074
Memphis 38174
(901) 324—GAYS
Space donated as a public

service of the
Triangle Journal News.

25h

friends
forLife

pM

AIDS RESOURCE CENTER

Mem. Bapt Church,
(Call 272—2116 or
325—6518 for times)

YWCA, 766 S.
s
Highland, 7pm, 754—
4356
* BGALA, Games Night,
UC, 7:30, 729—3915

* Church Services 26 * Womin Celebrating

(Call 272—2116 or
325—6518 for times)

® "Fifty—One Percent-l? * Lesbian Dinner Clab
Sponsored by NOW,
(Call for Details, 324—

a

* Lesbians with Breast
Cancer Support Group,

_

10 Rosh Hashanah
|« "Fifty—One Percent,"
Sponsored by NOW,
WEVLFM 90, 1pm

Mem. Bapt. Church,
(Call 272—2116 or
325—6518 for times)
* BGALA Board
Meeting, Call for
time and location
(729—3915)

Pélllllcell Sggrvli’gévs 15 * Cotton Pickin‘
Cancer Support
(See September 1)
Squares, Prescott
Group, YWCA, 766 S.| , my?AngeS
g
Mem. Bapt. Church,

g narily, Cavaly
piscopal, 102 N. 2nd
St., Service, 6pm &
Dinner/Mtg., 6:45pm

NEWEST
CRUISE BAR

3
» "Fifty—One Percent,"
Sponsored by NOW,
WEVL FM 90, 1pm
* Catholic Mass with
Special Invitation to
Gays & Lesbians, St.
Patrick‘s Catholic
Church, 7pm

9
* NOW Mtg., YWCA,
766 S. Highland,
7pm
* Cotton Pickin‘
Squares, Prescott

Saturday

Deadline for

for Info. (272—3638),
7pm

* Bros. & Sisters
Bowling, Cordova
Lanes, 7945 Club
Cntr Cv, 5:45pm

|

8

— Campus Night", UC
Lobby, 7:30, 729—3915
* Integrity Book Discussion
Group, e—mail Jonathan
Cole at
JonathanTN@aol.com
for more information

Lanes, 7945 Club
Cntr Cv, 5:45pm
* WAC Meeting, Call

(See August 29)

Thursday
2

*+HTCC, Bible Study,
7pm
» Living Word
Christian Church,
Service, 7pm
* HIV/AIDS Support
Group, Jonesboro,
7pm

Yom Kippur
* Church Services
(See August 29)
:
® Bros. & Sisters
Bowling, Cordova

|

SEPTEMBER

* LGCJ, Main Library, Mtg. « Church Services
Am. B, 7pm
(See September 1)
* Lesbians with Breast
Cancer Support Group,
YWCA, 766 S. Highland,
Tom. 754—4356
4 Bl);ALA "Flyer the

.
* Church Services

Wednesday

0

1384 MADISON
MEMPHIS, TN
38104

OHCTOBER
§1
* ‘Fifty—One Percent,

Sponsored by NOW,
WEVL FM 90, 1pm
* Catholic Mass with
Special Invitation to ®
Gays & Lesbians, St.
Patrick‘s Catholic
Church, 7pm

(901) 272—0855
<

CLIENT SERvIcESs
— INFORMATION
REFERRALS
sUPPOoRT GRoUPS
FOOD PANTRY
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Sad to Say,

‘Afnca‘as well as A51a and Latin_ = Happy to hear"; The Pentagon | desperate.I might begin to believe —
America, slowly becoming an im— has issued new directives to rein— them when they change the mean—

portant weapon in the fightagainst force compliance with the contro— — — ing ofthe GOP. to Gay OI‘ Party!
Sad to say... The local Repub——
the spread of the epidemic in im— versial policy. Not changing it,
poverished countries. Nearly 7 mil— mind you, Just making sure it is licans ain‘t no better. _
Happy to hear... With the ex—
lion have been distributed in 34 carried outin proper fashion, not
countries, and the device is gain— — the witch—hunt it has become. I ceptional exception of County
ing acceptance among men as well. think they should amend it —with, Mayor Jim Rout.
Kill ‘Em."
Sad to say... The female con— "Don‘t Beat ‘Em,Don‘t
¥.)
_ ¥
§
f
: Sad to say... Why do people, es—
dom hasn‘t caught on in America,
Sad to say... I really try to avoid ~
pecially men, purposefully have
sors and the wonderful cast of tal— with only 700,000 in sales through
Sad to say... We all know how being critical of one of our own,
— unprotected sex without informing ents for helping to make this U.S. pharmacies. American women ‘nasty those RRWs (Republican «but Richard Simmons! ACK! L can
their partners they are infected with
happen. A big $2,153 was raised. — are reported to dislike the look (fig— Righteous Wonders) have been to only take him in—small doses,ex-y.
¥
3
HIV? There are several Gay men I —
ures), do not know how to insertit, us Gays. Theyre just mean, mean, — tremely small doses.
know of right here in River City
mean! They make no bones about
Happy to hear... But who bet—
Sad to say... The Boy Scouts andcomplain that it squeaks!
._ who have had unsafe sex with mul—
Happy to hear... Hopefully,
it... they don‘t like us and they ter to host the:‘90s—version of
kicked out Scoutmaster James Dale
tiple partners, and without disclo—
Queen for a Day than the weepy,
nine years ago just because he was American women will become don‘t want us.
sure to their numerous partners.
Happy to hear... Maybe this is teary—eyed Queen himself? Titled
Gay. The Scouts claim that the — more comfortable withthese un—
Which is worse — them not tell— ~ words "morally straight" and usual contraptions, as it definitely =a happyto hear... I‘m ‘still suspi—. Dream Maker, the syndicated
ing? Or you not asking?
"clean" in. the oath allows them to prevents HIV infection. Addition— — cious, but the Grand OI‘ Party is show will debut this fall, helping
Happy to hear... In Knoxville,
ally, they can be inserted before— trying to make peace by openly: dreams come true by giving away
ban Gays from the group.
a man infected with HIV pleaded
Happy to hear... "Morally hand, making this method of wooing Gays. You read it right... at least $12 million in cash, along
guilty to exposing three women to
straight." He didn‘t rob anyone. He . protection less disruptive. At ap—— they would —welcome—Gay votes, with homes, cars, and at least one
the deadly disease, including a 17—
didn‘t molest anyone. He dign‘t proximately $2.25 retail, it is an Gay money, and would even con— scholarship to clown school. As
year old teenager who gave birth — mug anyone and certainly didn‘t affordable opportunity for women
sider appointing Gays to positions for his own dream? "To have lunch
to his baby, born infected with
kill anyone. I think that‘s morally to take more control of their health. like ambassadorships. (Clinton‘s with Janet Reno." Now that‘s a
HIV. Martin Charles Jones, 37, _straight. And as far as clean is con—
Sad to say... UNICEF deputy already been there, done that!) I sight ‘d like to see.
admitted to nine felony counts of cerned — I‘m sure he washes his executive director Stephen Lewis
love to see a group of people so
criminal exposure to HIV. Jones
hands and wipes his ass like any said during the release of the —
faces three to six years for each _ good scout would. The New Jer— agency‘s annual report on AIDS
count. Read this again.... felony
sey Supreme Court ruled the Boy that it is "morally indefensible" the
counts...criminal exposure...three
Scouts‘ ban on homosexuals is il— . Western nations are not ﬁnancmg
to six years. There‘s a lot of self—
legal. I think the ruling is “morally the fight against AIDS in Afrlca
___ ish, uncaring, dishonest scoundrels
He‘s right, you know
stralght
;
y
>
out there. You guys better watch
¥
out for yourselves.
Happy to hear.. *V-POTUS
Sad to say — Way, way too >
Sad to say... Andjust whyis it
__
SAFEHARBOR—
many candidates in the Memphis (Vice President of the United
_
that some men don‘t disclose. Do
States)
to
the
rescue!
Vice
Presi—
mayoral_race! What a big joke!
METROPOLITAN COMMUNITY CHURCH
they fear they won‘t be loved? I And a bigger mess.
|
— dent Gore, asserting the United
doubt that‘s a major concern of _
. Happy to. hear — Prince States has a "moral duty" to do —
theirs. Do theyfear theyll be talked
Mongo thankfully dropped out of moreto fight AIDS worldwide; f
about? Not anymore than they talk the race.
announced a new $100 million pro— __
about others. Do you really know —
posal to help Africa stop the spread
¥
why they don‘t? They‘re afraid
of AIDS. Finally!!
<*>
~Sad to say — Speaking of a
they won‘t get laid.. I know this to
Sad to say... A major contrlb«nasty. mess:—how about colds?
be true as I have heard it countless
_uting factor in the high death rate
times, and I‘ve experienced this And nasty flus? Winter or summer, from AIDS in the— Third World
feeling myself way back in the be- they are:so unwelcome. Nasal con— countries is the prohibitive costs of
gestion... malaise... sore throat...
ginning of this journey.—
drug therapy. For—instance, without
fever... miserable mlsery Who
Happy to hear... I‘ m here to tell —
treatment, about 30 percent of chil—
needs this?.
—
§
you it ain‘t so — by telling the truth
dren born to mothers with HIV get
Happy
to
hear...
An
experi—
._ and telling it early, up front and in
their mother‘s infection.
a matter—of—fact manner, a good, mental antiviral drug, pleconaril,
Happy to hear... Giving HIV—
solid, meaningful, purposeful, hon— appears to reduce the severity of the infected mothers and their newborn
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Thanks toIn the Grove, the spon-

Come and meet God again for the very ﬁrst tune
Morning

(and NOT the government) is in
a position to decide whether the
policy is working well, needs to
2. In a sense every crime is a
good job, home, education, etc.
Continued from page 2 —
be
tinkered with further, or
"hate crime."
One can say as—
There should be no compromis—
6. Yes. I favor this curricula.
unethical and immoral. Bigotry
should
be tossed out altogether.
saults based on race, religion or
ing in the human rights area.
of any kind has no place in our If parents are unwilling or unable
4.
The
Tennessee constitution
sexual orientation are especially
4. I support the common law
to teach sexual tolerance in the
society.
states:
That
to retrospective law,
damaging because they terrorize
status of each state.
*
3. Yes. I favor such legisla— home, then it has to be taught
or
law
impairing
the obligations
an
entire
group.
But
random
5. No. My belief is the same
tion. Housing: and employment somewhere. Atleast schools pro—
of
contracts
shall
be made.
crime can terrorize an entire com—
as the Holy Bible. —
vide a structured environment for
are two of the basic needs of all
munity.
One could argue that . Therefore one can argue that
6. I don‘t support it but I can‘t
men and women, regardless of doing so.
people can enter into personal
society must send the message
speak against it.
their sexual orientation. No one
contracts which, depending on its
that violence must be driven by
Mondell B. Williams—City
should be denied such basic ne—
working, may impose on the
bigotry will not be tolerated. But
Robert
"Prince
Mongo"
Council Dist. 8, Pos. 1
cessities of life.
couple
the same kinds of legal
surely, society must send the
Hodges—City Council Dist. 8,
1. Cleaning up our communi—
4. Yes. I favor these. To deny
responsibilities
to one another
message that violence of any kind
Pos. 2
anyone the right to choose who ties. Bringing major jobs into the
that
marriage
does,
vis a vis such
will not be tolerated.
Victims
1. The citizens sharing an
inner city. Better medical care
will be his/her beneficiary, legal
things
as
third—party
creditors
should not be discriminated
equal input into all legislative
and facilities for the elderly. En—
partner, or guardian reeks of nar—
when
one
person
takes
on debt,
against just because they weren‘t
decisions concerning everything
vironmental and economic jus—
row—mindedness.
or
mutual
obligations
of
support
identified as not being the victim
that can make our lives compat—
5. No! I donot believe this. tice. Fighting violence and crime.
between
the
partners.
Unmarried
of hate crime.
ible economically and socially.
2. Yes. I feel that all people
Consensual sex implies choice.
couples can presently have mu—
3. FA. Hayek defined a free
2. Yes. My total outlook on
are
created equal and should be
In America we cherish the right
tual obligations, joint bank ac—
society as one in which people
life since childhood has been the
and freedom to choose. Sex is a treated equal under the constitu—
counts or insurance policies,
"could at least attempt to shape
equality of all people and I sup—
tion and equal rights act.
personal and private choice.
‘wills, ‘etc. Limited or general
their own lives, where they
port strongly penalties for any
powers of attorneys can be drawn
gained the opportunity of know—.
hate crimes.
&
for hospital stays. However, one
ing and choosing different forms
3. Yes:
We should have to
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cannot
use such a contract to
of
life."
IBM‘s
decision
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ever
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ADULT ENTERTAINMENT CENTERS
force
a
company
to provide health
ognize
domestic
partnerships
is
vocabulary
much
less
practice
it.
VIDEO RENTALS AND SALES, PREVIEW BOOTHS AND MIN—THEATRES
insurance to a domestic partner.
pretty much a textbook case of
4. I favor the complete free—
(Brooks Road Only)
Over the past 15 years, domestic
Hayekian evolution. Far from
dom of anyone and whatever is
partnership has provided the
creating a new social institution,
chosen should not determine the
Fantasy Warehouse #1 (North)
source for literally thousands of
791 N. White Station Rd.
IBM is simply officially recog—
positive or negative legal benefits
(Open 24 hours)
private businesses and other in—
nizing that it has gay employees
. Merit alone should be the de—
683—9649
stitutions across the country to
and some of those workers are in
termining factor.
recognize unmarried couples for
5. I believe anyone who con—
long—term relationships that ap—
Executive South (East)
the purposes of a wide array of
proximate heterosexual marriage.
sents to have sex should have the
1847 E. Brooks Rd.
53
benefits and privileges. These
Given that, it makes sense for
absolute legal right to do so.
345—0825
companies
have voluntarily done
IBM to treat heterosexual and ho—
6. I think everyone should be
so,
but
no
company should be
mosexual workers on similar
taught to tolerate everyone‘s be—
; Fantasy Warehouse #4 (North)
forced
to
do
so. It is a decision
terms.
After
all,
if
they
don‘t
liefs
and
at
the
proper
time
should
2532 N. Watkins
that each company should make
some other company will. More
be taught that everyone is equal
358—8642
for itself and people can decide
important than the policy‘s "suc—
and should be respected.
whether to work for such a com—
cess,"
however,
is
the
act
of
NOW RENTING DVDs
pany or choose one that does pro—
Larry Henson—City Council
choice itself. IBM‘s experiment
vide the benefits. The best
simultaneously ratifies individual
Dist. 9, Pos. 3
AMEX
solution for providing health ben—
1.
End
annual
car
inspections.
choice
and
nurtures
a
complex
C D and checks accepted at #1 and Fantasy Warehouse # 4 only OPEN 7 DAYS
efits is to use Medical Savings
web of human interactions. And,
Raise speed limits on the 1—240
Accounts without any strings ex—
it should be stressed, only IBM
loop and its tributaries. Encour—
cept that the money be spend on
medical treatment or prescription
drugs. Since any unused portion
Advertising space donated as a public service of The Triangle Journal News
of the money would either go to
the employee‘s retirement fund or
accumulate in a separate account,
é YOU SEE THIS LINE OFTEN m
the employee has the incentive to
BECAUSE WE CARE
§
be prudent in seeking medical
treatment. Thus a person could
ABOUT OUR COMMUNITY
decide whether to spend the
—For information about free advertising for
money on treatment him/herself,
community organizations
his/her wife, kids, partner, par—
ents, or even the next door neigh— —
Call (901) 454—1411
bor.
b
¢
5. I believe that adults have the
right to private choice in consen—
Positive Living Under Stress sual sexual activity. I oppose any
government attempt to dictate,
prohibit, control, or encourage/
A weekly support group for gay and
promote any private life—style,
bisexual men living with HIV
living arrangement or contractual
relationship.
The group meets on Mondays at Friends For Life,
6. Government schools should
be institutions for learning sci—
1384 Madison Ave, and is open to Gay and bisexual
ence, math, English, etc., notfor
men who are HIV positive. To join the group one must
advancing social agendas. I do
first become a client of Friends For Life and be able to
not support government schools
provide proof of HIV status.
directly promoting any social
agenda that should be left to the
parents, especially a value system
For meeting times and any additional information,
that may directly conflict with the
please contact Michael Kiggins
parents belief or religion. That
at 272—0855 during business hours
in effect would be promoting the
religion of secularism which
Advertising space donated as a public service of The Triangle Journal News
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Questionaire

I believe everyone

should be entitled to pursue a

age the school board to institute
a voucher system.
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How Did the Vietnam War Affect Gay Men?
U.S. involvement in Vietnam
was one of the most hotly contested
issues of the late 1960s and early
1970s, the era that also spawned the
Gay liberation movement. Gay
men found themselves on both
sides of the conflict, as service
members and as anti—war protest—
ers.
Many Gay men, like Leonard
Matlovich (who later made a test
case as an openly Gay soldier),
willingly enlisted for tours of duty
in Vietnam. At the time, Matlovich
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‘books and autographs. The next
day we were by for tea (at the early
sitting) which had an extensive ar—
Kincade and Jo Anne.
ray of teatime nibbles and a cold
tea punch which was most refresh—
Lady A. About
ing. Of course, there was much in—
We will report next time about
formal chit chat as well as a comic
a phenomenon which we will be
routine and
witnessing,
questions
once again,
which lasted
right after we
— over an hour.
finish sling—
Those who
ing papers.
a tte n ded
We
have
were special
been asked to
donors
to
a
Gay
WKNO TV
Tupperware
10, some of
party on the
whom
had
verandah of
come from
our
‘deah,
out of town:;
d esas: ;>
S
We
were
n ep h ecw
pleased
at
the
Matthew‘s
economy of
c o u n try
the whole en—
home
in
terprise, as
north Missis—
far
as
we
were
concerned.
sippi. The last time we went for
Now, we can keep up appear—
Tupperware at Matthews we de—
ances as well as anyone, but there
voted:several paragraphs to it and
comes a time when one must
didn‘t begin to describe what a hoot
choose between rhinestones and
it was.
National Public Television. It can
be a difficult decision. We have
Interlude With Mr.
found a delightfully simple solu—
Humphries
tion
or Tales of a Tennessee
We volunteer.
Volunteer
By simply being available to.
Now, we must tell you a little
answer the phone, mark up an auc—
about our time spent with John
tion bid, set out a few folding chairs
Inman (of Are You Being Served).
andtake tickets, we enjoyed all of
A good part of Saturday evening
this company for the gift of our
was taken up with listening to many
time. Volunteers also find them—
stories about a lot of his roles and
selves, as it were, backstage at
travels as well as the AYBS trivia.
many functions (ask a Memphis In
We saw his advertisement for Jack
May volunteer). Being backstage
and the Beanstalk which is this
puts one on a different footing; one
year‘s pantomime entertainment in
really is part of the show. It can be
England (he will play his continu—
work, of course, but the perks are
ing role of Dame Wanda). He was
fabulous (ask an Orpheum or The—
ever so gracious and signed many
atre Memphis usher). Why, if one

The Volunteer State
The official vacation thrill ride
count is: three roller coasters, one
«carousel and a Death Drop at Six
Flags Kentucky Kingdom; nine
roller coasters, two carousels, a vir—
tual James Bond ride and a Gyro
Drop at King‘s Island, four callio—
pes, 50 band organs and two bears,
one from Milwaukee and one from
Indiana. Shut up, Mavis, we have
pictures.
Short Subjects
In The Grove is always full of
surprises. I turned up there for the
annual meeting of the MGLCC
(Memphis Gay & Lesbian Com—
munity Center) and Pimm‘s. A
new board was elected that night:
Ben Mendoza, president; Angela J.
Lamb, vice—president/treasurer;
David R. Hepburn III, secretary;
and Daniel Forrest, at—large. It is a
small but dedicated group which
brings you the Pride River Ride and
the Twinkie Museum Video Festi—
val. This year, there are very new
and youthful faces on this board.
Afterwards, I happened upon
Gary Wilkerson and Marcus
Hamson who were having dinner
with friends and plighting their
troth. That means, for those of you
who haven‘t read any historical
novels lately, to exchange vows. I
wish them the very best. Soon they
plan to relocate to Salt Lake City

Memphis Pride, Inc., also
elected a new board in August.
Daniel Forrest remains chair; Dotty
Mills is co—chair; Jamie Hale, sec—
retary; Tim Johnson, Treasurer;
Jim Ramsay and Cindy Robbins,
at—large. It will be quite a feat to
top this year‘s "best ever" Pride
celebration, but I believe that‘s just
what they intend to do. A very
lovely thank you party took the
place of the August meeting. There
were short announcements, thank
you gifts, voting by ballot on—your—
own, and nothing dull about it.
Quite a large turnout makes a
success of Cotton Pickin‘ Squares
annual Ice Cream Social each year.
As well as individual friends,
MAGY and the Mystic Krewe of
MU were special invited guests this
year. The ice cream is homemade
ane everybody gets a free dance
lesson. If you were like me, you
might find yourself coming back.
Classes start the first week in Sep—
tember. And when was the last time
you saw a rainbow flag madeout
of crinolines? _
If you aren‘t doing 50 other
things Labor Day weekend, former
"Weather Girl" Martha Wash will
sing many of her hits at Amnesia
on Sat., Sept 4. Remember "It‘s
Raining Men"?
Erin Hamilton, known for her
hit "Dream Weaver" will perform
at the self—same location on Sun.,
Sept. 5. If you miss them, there‘s
always Star Queen and Kirby

—

is available to usher, one can be
present nearly every time a curtain
goes up (at Playhouse on the
Square one is guaranteed a seat
upstairs), and for free (as far as cash
goes)! Sometimes, it takes a lot of
dedication to schlepp foldingtables
in a tuxedo or to work outdoors in
all imaginable weather (ask a
Starry Nights volunteer). The perks
make up for it; they truly do. Not
only do you have the sense of hav—
ing contributed (without the $250
pledge), butsometimes you get
dinner (ask a Feast for Friends vol—
unteer) or a nifty T—shirt (like St.
Peter Picnic) or— your very own
photo with the likes of John Inman;
and you get to hear the Ethel
Merman story and what it‘s like to
work with a company of Australian
actors.
Benefit Recap
Amnesia‘s Drag Olympics
raised $2,100 which was divided
between Feast for Friends and the
emergency fund at Friends For
Life. I enjoyed being backstage
with friends old and new. The leg—
endary Charlie Brown from Atlanta
has a mouth onstage that no amount
of soap will ever cure, but sheis
one hundred percent professional
and fun backstage. The winners
were:

raised more than $1,200. It was one
of their just fun shows, with no
cover. Aphrodite can always be
counted upon to donate time or
money when one needs it most.
Scout around, you probably
know somebody who will invite
you to A Place at the Table, the
annual dinner event benefiting
Aloysrus Home. The tables are set
in many locations (mine will be
pizza and sides and the entertain—
ment will be the Cooper—Young
4 mller) If you are so inclined,
there is still time to sign up to
give a party. The perk for every— .
one involved is dessert and danc—
ing at the Botanic Garden to three
bands, one of which is the fabu—
Tous Bouffants, another the Mem—
phis Hepcats and Roy Brewer and
Friends. The finale takes place on
Sat., Sept 18.
Final Round
Can‘t talk long, we‘re on our
way to docent at Mallory—Neely _
house. We just earned our badge
which gets us into the Pink Pal—
ace anytime. Time is money, all
right; it can be turned easily to
gold just by giving it away.
Ta, ta.
V. A.

Aphrodite‘s show in August

852 S. Cooper Memphis TN 38104
(901) 272—2853

~851 Island Rd.
Columbus, MS
601—328—4397
Levi & Leather Club

f

_ You can get all. your floral needs met
here at Lavender Earth.

Wear Levi or Leather& Get One Free Drink
Nightly Shows

It‘s Mum and Pansy time!

Cooper/Young Festival Sept. 18th
Sheridan Lambe,

Lcsw

Raindate 19th

Specializing in
¥ Relatxonshlp Counseling
¥ Grief Counseling
¥ Depression/Anxiety Counseling
6263 Poplar Ave ¥ Suite 605
901—761—9178

Tues—Sat
10am—5pm
Visa/MC/Disc/AE

Www Lavender Earth.com
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tended to downplay the prevalence
of anal sex among Gay men. "Ac—
cording to the statements of all ex—
perts on the matter, anal sex takes
place relatively seldom in same—sex
QUEER intercourse," states the famous pe—
tition to the German Reichstag,
written in 1897 by German Gay—
rights pioneer Magnus Hirschfeld.
Later, as Gay men became more
assertive, anal sex was gradually
By Simon LeVay, Ph.D.
acknowledged more openly: the
book The Joy ofGay Sex, published
in the late 1970s, celebrated it as
Health Effects of Anal Sex
the central act of sex between men.
And the medical and psychologi—
cal professions became much more
Receptive anal sex, politically the structure of the anus and rec—
accepting of the practice:
speaking, is a pain in the butt. It‘s tum. The habitual "passive homo—
AIDS changed that. "Micro—
a sexual activity that many straight sexual," it was claimed, had a
scopic
tears," caused by anal pen—
men consider degrading, and they funnel—shaped anus, made so by
etration, supposedly allowed HIV
often mentally transfer that degra— frequent penetration. His anal mu—
to gain access to the bloodstream.
dation to people who engage in it. cosa was lacerated and his anal
It didn‘t matter that no such tears
For many years, the medical sphincters were no longer func—
(caused by consensual penile—anal
profession shared this point of tional, so that he was typically in—
sex) have ever been documented.
view: doctors listed the mental and continent of feces.
It didn‘t matter that another mecha—
moral shortcomings of the "con—
In the early days of the Gay—
nism for the virus to cross the rec—
genital invert," and pointed out the rights movements, Gay leaders
tal mucosa has been documented.
damaging effects of "sodomy" on
(It is carried across by a class of

CELEBRATE

HALLOWEEN

IN

THE

ROCK!

immune cells called macrophages).
Whatever the facts, anal sex had
become pathological again. —
A British study, published as
recently as 1993, typified this atti—
tude. According to a team of doc—
tors at London‘s Westminster
Hospital, Gay men who frequently
engage in receptive anal sex have
a significant reduction in anal rest—
ing pressure (that is, the anus is not
held so tightly closed by its sphinc—
ter muscles), compared with
straight men who do not engage in
such sex. And, according to the
study, the men who practiced re—
ceptive anal sex were more likely
to report anal incontinence. Thus
the researchers concluded that fre—
quent anal sex had damaged the
men‘s sphincter muscles, rendering
them unable to retain the bowel
contents in a normal fashion.
In 1997, the American Journal
of Gastroenterology published the
results of a new and more careful
study by a team at the University
of Pittsburgh, led by Andrew Chun.
They repeated the measurements of
anal resting pressure, in two groups
of men who did and did not engage
in anal receptive sex. Just as the
British researchers had reported,
the men who did engage in recep—
tive sex had lower pressures.
However, Chun‘s group then
went on to directly visualize the
sphincter muscles, using ultra—
sound techniques. They found that
none of the men in the study had
any damage to the sphincters. This
result was particularly striking,
because damage to the anal sphinc—
ters is commonly seen in other cir—
cumstances, such as in women who
have recently been through the
stresses of childbirth. Why then

were lower anal resting pressures
measured in the men who engaged
in receptive sex? Simplybecause,

these men knew
not to "fight" the measuring instru—
ments when they were inserted into
the anus.
In the Pittsburgh study, none of
the men, whether they engaged in
anal receptive sex or not, reported
any fecal incontinence. Why the
difference between the two stud—
ies? Is the British butthole less ro—
bust than its American counterpart?
Not so. In the British study, "in—
continence" was defined vaguely:
it even included the passage offla—
tus — farting, in common parlance.
In Britain, apparently, this is still
considered pathological!
Another possible reason for the
difference is that the majority of the
British subjects who engaged in
receptive anal sex, but none of the
U.S. group, were HIV positive.
Thus, it is possible that some of the
British subjects had experienced
episodes of diarrhea connected
with their HIV status, and that in—
continence occurred during those
episodes.
f
One of the ways people
"pathologize" anal sex is by por—
traying it as something unique to
Gay men. That‘s nonsense, of
course. According to a 1991 study —
by Bruce Voeller, more than 10
percent of American heterosexual
couples engage in the practice with
some regularity. In all probability,
everyone is given the ability to en—
joy anal receptive sex, but only
some people make use of their gift.
So—go to it, sodomites! But do
me a favor, will you, and keep us—
ing those condoms.
according to Chun,
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Lesbian

Notions
by Paula Martinac
It‘s becoming painfully obvious
that one of the real benefits of
achieving legal marriage rights for
Lesbians and Gay men would be
obtaining access to legal divorce,
— too.
The breakups of Lesbian
couples aren‘t as simple as they
used to be. When IL—was first com—
ing out 20 years ago, Lesbians

slipped in and out of eachother‘s
----iives like they were parking spaces.
Leaving a lover meant packing up
the extra underwear and toothbrush
you kept at her house and hitting
the road. Almost no one had kids,
unless they were left over from a
straight relationship.
Today, however, many Lesbi—
ans are involved in long—term rela—
tionships—marriages in everything
but legal standing—and we have
the joint bank accounts,

shared

property,; matching rings and 2.5
kids to prove it.
Under these more complicated
circumstances and without access
to legal divorce, uncoupling can be
messy and mean. Some loving part—
ners have proven that they can turn

especnally when chilUne r
tation rights are concerned.
The recent example in Florida
of Penny Kazmierazak and Pamela
Query should give us all pause.
This couple decided to have a child
together, but they broke up several
years after the child was born.
Query, the biological mother, then
denied visitation rights to
Kazmierazak, who had been the
child‘s primary caretaker.
A court upheld Query‘s right to
cut Kazmierazak out of their
child‘s life. Query‘s lawyer put
forth the homophobic argument
that Kazmierazak was only
Query‘s "roommate" and likened
her relationship to their daughter as
that of "babysitter or nanny."
Sadly, this lawsuit isn‘ t unusual.
Our community‘s leading legal or—
ganizations are reporting a disturb—
ing increase in the number of
custody and visitation cases on
their dockets, especially those in—
volving Mom vs. Mom.
Why? Fewer than half of all
vicious,

states have granted second—parent
adoptions, leaving many non—bio—
logical Lesbian and Gay parents
without legal standing vis—a—vis
their child or children. Iftheir re—
lationships dissolve, these parents
are sometimes forced to sue their
former partners for child visitation.
Unfortunately, the outcome
rests on the state judicialsystem,.
whichmayornotbe friendly to—
ward same—sex relationships. Like
Query‘s lawyer, many attorneys—
even Gay attorneys—find that ho—
mophobic arguments can win suits
for biological mothers.
It isn‘t surprising that
Kazmierazak lost her bid for visi—
tation, since Florida is the only re—
maining state that doesn‘t permit
any form of adoption by Lesbians
and Gay men. In Massachusetts, on —
the other hand, a ground—breaking
court ruling in June gave visitation
rights to a non—biological Lesbian
mother, recognizing and validating
that she was indeed a "de facto par—
ent" to her child.
In lieu of marriage rights—and
by extension, access to legal sepa—

means may turn to family counse— ing one in Detroit and other places.
lors or lawyers, but what about But Lesbian—and—Gay—focused me—
people who can‘t afford those diation in a handful of locations is
costs?
obviously inadequate to cover the
One model solution is the New needs of the many queer families
York Lesbian and Gay Community acrossthe country.
Services Center‘s low—cost media—
Carmen Vazquez, director of
tion service, which functions as a _ public policy at New York‘s com—
sort of alternative "divorce court" munity center, says that ideally,
for same—sex couples. The media— she‘d "like to see family counsel—
tion service is staffed by a trained ing services at every community
group of volunteer lawyers and center in the country."
mental health professionals. Ses—
Gay people are always talking
sions help couples work out child about how proud we are of the al—
visitation rights or decide more
mundane matters, like who getsthe
CD player.
memo
Mediation seems like a good J.
solutionfsr
"Sytlawcommu—
an
nity, a viable option to a court sys—
tem that has never: been
consistently queer—friendly. The
key element of mediation—and
maybe the hardest aspect—is that
couples must sit down together to
come up with solutions that suit
both parties.
There is also a mediation service
in San Francisco and talk of start—

Take Pictures?
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the damage these court cases do to
Lesbian and Gay parents.
Gay and Lesbian Advocates and
Defenders, in collaboration with
other groups, made an important
step this spring when it authored a
guide called Protecting Families:
Standards for Child Custody in
Same—Sex Relationships. (It‘s
available at www.glad.org.)
Protecting Families may seem
like common sense to those of us
who aren‘t in the throes of split—
ting up. But given theTtash of same—
sex visitation suits, the document‘s

simple recommendations—for ex—
ample, "Consider the dlspute from
the perspective of the child," a stan— .
dard for heterosexual custody dis—
putes, too—may be fergatten in the
heat of a less— t'hﬁraa ficable
breakup.
ig"
In addition, our community
needs to set up other mechanisms
to mitigate the trauma of same—sex
breakups. Lesbians with financial

lies expérience.
Paula Martinac is the author of
seven books, including The Les—
bian and Gay Book of Love and
Marriage. She can be reached care
of this>~ publication or at
LNcolumn@aol.com. For more
Lesbian
Notions,
visit
www.
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ation and divorce—our commu— ~~
— nity needs to take measures to stem

ternative families we‘ve created.
But it would be great if we could
also point with pride to the services
we provide to ease the painful
breakups so many of those fami—
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: Deep Inside

LOLWVWOOD
by Romeo San Vicente

From Liam to Lesbian
Liam‘s legendary lightsaber
isn‘t enough to keep Cabaret cutie
Natasha Richardson from playing
for the other team. The Tony
Award—winning actress is currently
in negotiations for a Lesbian role

Griffiths, whose role in Hilary and
Jackie garnered her an Oscar nomi—
nation. Never Better is about to
begin shooting in Ireland and En—
gland.

Against Type
Legenearywomanizerand
Playboyfounder Hugh Hefner is
the latest porn mogul to get his own
bio—pic. The Viagra—endorsing sep—
tuagenarian is the subject of a film
being produced by Ron Howard
and Brian Grazer; the drama will
show how Hef revolutionized the
sex industry and coined the phrase
entertainment for men." The
kicker is that Hef is rumored to
want none other than man—loving
Casting

in the Miramax black comedy,
Never Better. The film (formerly
known as Blow Dry) is written by
The Fully Monty scriptor Simon
Beaufoy and tells the story of rival
beauty salons in a small English
town. Richardson would play the
ex—wife of a hairdresser (British
bad boy Alan Rickman) who gets
involved in a Lesbian relationship **
with one of the salon owners. Co—
starring as her love object is Rachel

COLUMBUS, MISSISSIPPI
HAS TWO NEW BARS
ILLUSIONS 2000
and
THE PIER

actor Rupert Everett to fill out his
ubiquitious smokingjacket. Seems
like Everett‘s turn as a horny
gentleman—about—town in An Ideal
Husband impressed the Chicago—
born playboy, who concluded that
Everett exudes a Hef—like charm.
Hmmm... If Everett‘s up to the
challenge, we could be seeing him
at the Oscars. —

Jane Wagner, may wind up on
Broadway next year. Tomlin‘s last
Broadway foray, in 1986 with The ~
Searchfor Signs ofIntelligent Life —
in the Universe, won her a Tony.

High Times for
Highsmith
Patricia Highsmith, the late
great Lesbian suspense novelist,
—
may become the Gay community‘s
Yes, Virginia, There Is a answer to Edith Wharton. Heat is
building onthe production of The
Santa Claus
Gay producer Scott Rudin, Talented Mr. Ripley, with Matt —
whose work includes In and Out Damon and Gwyneth Paltrow,
has opened his personal checkbook which is based on her homoerotic
to purchase the film rights to thriller. And now Highsmith‘s
Pulitzer novel Carol is being developed for
NiatCunningham‘s
CUT
_
trg—sersen—by director Hettie
Prize—winning novel The Hours. ~~*the
_
Rudin intends to develop the
project on his own without the help
(or hindrance) of a studio; he‘ll
worry about distribution later. The
Hours, which was published last
year, is inspired by Virginia
Woolf‘s
Mrs.
Dalloway.
Cunningham‘s story deals with
three characters from different eras —
who all share a connection to the
Woolf novel: the bisexual Woolf
herself as she writes Mrs. Dalloway
circa 1923; a 1940s housefrau who
reads the book while pregnant; and
a contemporary New York woman
who plans a party for an ex—lover,
now stricken with AIDS, who
many years before had dubbed her
Mrs. Dalloway.
j
LilyHits the Road
Comedienne Lily Tomlin, who
recently gave such a convincing
onscreen portrayal of a Lesbian in
Tea with Mussolini, will be return—
ing to the stage after a 12—year hia—
tus. Her one—woman show, Lily
Tomlin Live, debuts in late Septem—
ber in Austin, Texas, and then tours
other mid—size U.S. cities. If all
goes well, the show, to be directed
by Tomlin‘s longtime collaborator

by Randy Sindelar Corturillo

Now there‘s an answer.

Famlly Services ofthe Mid—South has been
awarded a grant to provide a variety of ser—
vices to help people with HIV/AIDS improve
_ their lives.
You may be eligible for:
* Case Management

HAPPY HOUR 7—9

SEPT. 25: Ms. Newcomer Columbus

Open Pageant — All Welcome
OCT. 23: Mr. Newcomer Columbus
$35 Entry Fee
All Female—Male Pageant (Butch)
f
$35 Entry Fee
_ NOV. 26: AIDS Benefit
All Performers Welcome to Entertain for Benefit
DEC. 30: Mr. Illusions 2000 Pageant
$75 Entry Fee » $300 Grand Prize » $7 Cover
DEC. 31: Ms. Illusions 2000 Pageant
$75 Entry Fee » $300 Grand Prize » $7 Cover
NEW YEAR‘S EVE: Bash Crowning _
$10 Cover « Champagne Fountain Flowing Party of the Century
PaQE'26~ TrlangleYburnat News*
September

* Housing Placement

Pageant ;

——

« Support groups for individuals,
partners, family members
* Individual and family counseling —
* Resource Identification

§

* Emergency assistance for food,
rent, medicine, utilities.
If you‘d like more information on these free
services, call 452—6208 and ask for information
about HOPWA
(Housing Opportunities for People with AIDS).
Published as a public service of The Triangle Journal News.
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Whew, that was a lot. What‘s for
— dinner?"
I, of course, look up like "I have
just finished mopping four floors,
dusting all the ugly knick knacks
from your Mother who hates me in
the first place, did the grocery
shopping and brushed out the dogs.
If you want dinner, hit a Burger
King."
It is definitely time for the top
ten rules of living with your part—
ner:
1) Do not expect a medal if you
do the laundry.
2) Changing the toilet paper

A Gay household is a total
enigma and very confusing. We
have no role models to look at,
can‘t figure out if it‘s OK to be sub—
missive in bed, but still smack a
new roof on the garage the next
morning, and the entire thing is ste—
reotyped to death. How possibly
are we supposed to know what to
do?
:
None of us were raised: with a
Gay Lucy and Desi or a Gay Donna
Reed. The straight segment got the
fun stuff We got the Odd Couple
— t> — 3 anysrdoes
notmean you did “houseculu LllDy
nein
cleaning
way. Felix and Oscar bickered con—
3) Cleaning a refrigerator is
stantly, cared about each other but
never had sex. Gee, sounds like my something most of us do at least
once without simply buying a new
relationship in a way...
one.
I don‘t care what anyone says,
4) If you can‘t change the
but there are guy things and girl
things, for lack of a better way of sheets, don‘t expect sex.
5) No one is impressed that you
saying it. It is true. My boyfriend
mowed
the lawn. If you think it‘s a —
will come in and say something like
" Yeah, well, I painted four square big deal you need therapy, and we
feet on the side of the house as it need joint counseling.
6) Do NOT drink milk out of
really needed it. I am exhausted.

and need help?

MONTHLY PAGEANTS

Romeo San Vicente would love
to babysit Liam‘s lightsaber while
Natasha‘s off making her movie.
You can reach Romeo in care of
this publication or via e—mail
RomeoDeep@aol.com. For more
Deep Inside Hollywood, visit
www.popcorng.com
or
www. Gay.com.

The Gay Household...

Are you living with HIV/AIDS

UPCOMING EVENTS AT ILLUSIONS 2000

McDonald, who helmed the 1996
boy—meets—boy romantic comedy
Beautiful Thing. The drama deals
with a married woman who is pur—
sued by a younger woman.
Highsmith‘s work has been
brought to celluloid before, most
notably by Alfred Hitchcock in
Strangers on a Train.

the carton. I may have been in ev—
ery orifice of your body, but that is
going too far and simply disgust—
ing.
7) Your shirts are not my life‘s
work. If you want starch, eat a po—
tato.
8) Don‘t ever ask your partner
if you own a vacuum cleaner and
where is it located. You will get a
look of death.
9) Never assume if your part—
ner was "aggressive" the night be—
fore they might actually do
something productive. They will
probably have toast for breakfast,
read the paper and watch TV. And
grunt a lot.
10) The tit—for—tat thing simply
doesn‘t work. You can say " I just
finished remodeling the kitchen,
organizing the linen closet and de—
livered five kittens from the cat"
and they will say " LOOK! I pol—
ished my shoes and found that pair
of sunglasses I lost!".
Felix and Oscar were doing
something right and I would like
to know their secret. If Tony
Randall can sire a child when he is
about 300 years old, he is wiser
_than I. If anyone bumps into him,
tell him to give me acall. _

Quench
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Desire!
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free c6
2
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l
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844
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The Triangle Journal News welcomes letters from its readers.
Letters should be be as short as reasonable and typed ifpossible.
Although names may be withheld on request, all letters should be
signed and include a phone numberfor verification,. Anonymous
letters will not be printed. All letters are subject to editing for
spelling, punctuation and grammar. However every effort will be
made to maintain the original intent of the writer.
Letters should be mailed to: Triangle Journal News, P.O. Box
11485, Memphis, TN 38111—0485 orfaxed to (901) 454—1411. Our
e—mail address is MemphisTJN@aol.com.
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the strong and the weak, the beau— munity about to be evicted pay
tiful and the ugly, the leathermen rent—I think you: see my point. If:
and, yes, even the drag queens as my sister performers and I can
all these stereotypes, and more too ‘thoughtlessly and cheerfully give
numerous to mention, define Gay of our time and talents to benefit
America. And by laughing at our— those in need for whatever reason,
selves, we take the sting out of the then surely you and your friends
can, if you‘ll forgive the tired ex— —
laughter of those who hate us.
Lastly, if I may just ramble on pression, get over yourselves.
‘Name not withheld by
a moment and state for the record,
anytime an AIDS charity needs to request,
Alison Tate
raise much needed funds, who are
alitate@hotmail.com
among the first people called? Drag
queens. How about when various .
P.S. If you or your friends think
‘Gay athletic and civic clubs want
to boost the kitty? Right again, me insincere, don‘t hesitate to
children. Drag queens. And let us come by Backstreet on any given
not forget the sacrifice queens Saturday or Sunday night. There,
made at Stonewall. I‘ve added to maybe we can embrace our differ—
church building funds, purchased ences and laugh with each other,
Toys—4—Tots, emceed Gay pride together.
festivals, helped friends in the com—

o eararararararararga

is out of the question. Calling
people by their given names keeps
the shows real and easy to identify —
can come to Backstreet where I
Dear Name Withheld by Re—
with.
:
perform and see what I consider the
quest and Your Eight Anonymous
I personally find it comforting
highest quality shows in the South
Friends:
to know that I‘ m not the only "girl"
or you can go to the Pipeline and
I‘ ve read many letters written to
with human weaknesses. It may
never stand in the shadow of a drag
many editors, and have had a
surprise you to know the number
queen who may, Heaven forbid,
plethora of emotions stirred within
of people who approach me
call you by the names you and your
Four Banned Books May
me. None have, however, inspired
nightly, seeking, as you call it,
friends, as Gay men, should be:
me to put pen to page and voice my
"real—named recognition" of birth—
proud to answer to.
f
own opinion. None, that is, until
days, anniversaries, job promotions
Return to School Shelves
You can go to any of several
now. That being said, I would like
or losses, humorous anecdotes...
local Gay bars for daytime happy
WEST MONROE, La. (AP) — ish School Board and the superin—
to try and address some of the
you get the picture.
tendent of censorship after the
hours, and I even know of several —
points that arose in your recent let—
Thirdly, you are correct that Four books banned from the West books were banned from the
Gay
and
Gay—friendly
restaurants
ter to the Triangle Journal News.
public criticism induces negative Monroe High School library for school‘s library because of their
where drag queens will not disrupt
First, you say drag queens .
patterns of behavior. You are three years may be available to stu— sexual content.
@
your seemingly delicate balance.
shouldn‘t use real people as the
wrong, however, to think that you dents soon following a school
Johnson
said
the
terms
of
the
(We
insensitive
queens
tend
to
be
butts of our jokes. Now really,
are being criticized. Perhaps you board vote to settle a lawsuit.
very nocturnal creatures.)
The Quachita Parish School suit call for more specific policy
Name Withheld and Friends,
and your friends should explore the
I have lived and performed in
Board
decided Aug. 17 to settle a and procedure for school libraries.
should we use solely imaginary
differences between a joke and a
"It‘ s going to clear up some con—
this city for nearly six years now,
_ people as the butts of our jokes?
criticism. I know when I make a federal suit filed in 1996 by the fusion," said school board member
bringing my experience to nearly
Perhaps you shouldn‘t show your
joke on stage I‘m laughing with American Civil Liberties Union on Scott Robinson. "It was a compro—
17 years total. And I must tell you
butt if you don‘t want to become
you, not at you. There are so many behalf of librarian Deloris Wilson, mise. It‘s not ideal. ... They wanted
that in my close to two decades of
one. _
§
people criticizing our "small yet a student and his parents.
performing all around this country,
The board passed the agreement books returned and we wanted to
Second, neither you nor any of
cohesive community" because they
address the policies and proce—
I‘ ve heard of people not liking my
your eight friends are "forced" to
either don‘t understand us, or they at the urging of their attorney, Wil— dures."
taste in music; not liking my
liam
Kelly,
and
after
a
closed—door
see anything in a public setting
fear us. I beg of you, and your
Greg Manley, another school
clothes, hair or make—up; even not
unless you are so moved. As a citi—
friends, to please lighten up . Try meeting of more than an hour. The board member, opposed the settle—
liking the fact that I‘m there at all.
zen of this country, or more spe—
laughing at yourselves. I know I agreement requires the board to ment, saying it would not be ben—
But to censor what I have to say as
adopt a uniform library policy and
cifically this town, you can see or
do.
eficial for students.
an entertainer that people pay to see
return
the books to the shelves.
not see anything you choose. You
You are right again when you
"I feel these four book are not
"I think it was the right decision.
state "we must come together as a
appropriate
for high school, junior
group and embrace our differ— I think the board made a coura— high or elementary students,"
geous
decision,"
said
Superinten—
ences." Yep. We certainly must. I
Manley said.
make jokes about every different dent Lanny Johnson. "This process
Joe Cook, executive director of
stereotype imaginable—the preten— has heightened our awareness of the ACLU of Louisiana, said in a
tious and the unassuming, the rich what needs to be done in a library telephone interview from New Or—
"A Hair Raising Event!"
and the poor, the young and the old, to select a book."
The four books are Heartbreak leans that he was glad the board
and Roses: Real Life Stories of accepted the proposal.
C«s
— "It sounds as if we have resolved
Troubled Love, by Janet Bode and
this and we have protected the 1st
a""
‘Stan
Mack;
Gays
In
or
Out
of
the
¢
Military, by Ron Ray; Everything and 14th Amendments, which is
DABBLEG
H A IR _C O m PA NY
You Need to Know about Absti— what we wanted to do from the be—
presents a
nence, by Barbara Moe; and Every— ginning," he said. "I hope the new
thing you Need to Know About policy reflects the right for intel—
lectual freedom and professional
Incest, by Karen Spies.
CUT—A—THON
judgement
for librarians in
The suit accused West Monroe
Ouachita
Parish."
High School Principal Ernest
"Buddy" Reed, the Ouachita Par—
SUNDAY, OCT. 24
1pm

—

5pm

$10 Hair—cuts
to benefit:

Recycle Us!

Lesbian

Notions

Share Us With a
The
Dream Factory, Inc.
Live Music by:
The Dempseys
playing classic Rock—a—billy

Register to win an
18 speed Mountain Bike
$1.00 per entry
Contest begins August 18th
Winner to be announced
October, 24th
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by Paula Martinac
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See Page 25
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Our Calendar Info
Angela Lamb
TJN Calendar Editor
This past April I saw an ad in
the Triangle Journal News re—
questing a calendar editor for
the paper. I considered calling
the given phone number then
but I didn‘t give it much thought
again...not until May. In May I
saw the same ad, and this time I
called,
partially
out
of

curiousity, partially out of in—
quiry.
When I called, I was told that
I was the very first person to call
regarding the job. After a few
questions from each side, ques—
tions like "Do you have any ex—
perience with PageMaker?" and
"How time consuming is this?"
and "Do you want the job?" and
with an agreed upon salary, I
accepted the job.
When I took the job, I was
"gung—ho" about it. I thought I
would have a great time work—
ing with one of Memphis‘ Gay
and Lesbian newspapers. I am
still having a good time, but the
thrill has been tarnished.
When I accept a job, I will
do my absolute best at it, or I
will not accept it. Doing my best

is Up to YOU

for the TIN Calendar means curs once a month on a certain
having an up—to—date listing of day or every week on a certain
any and all events concerning day, after the first contact, I will
the GLBT community. This is assume the information is cor—
not occurring.
rect until otherwise told.
Of course, the events listed
If you need to add an event
are correct (usually) and up— or take one away, all it takes is
dated monthly, but any event a quick phone call or an e—mail
that is not already listed in the message. Triangle Journal
calendar sometimes does not get News is fast approaching its
printed. This over—sight can be 10th anniversary, and we want
easily remedied by the GLBT to make some improvements to
community.
the calendar and to the paper as
I am involved in several a whole. We want you to be able
groups around Memphis and I to know what‘s going on in
am steadily getting involved Memphis every single day (and
with more and I have friends night) of the month, but, once
who are involved in some that I again, in order forthis to hap—
am not, but that isn‘t every pen, we have to work together.
group and I just don‘t have the
The following information is
time to be a part of every single twodifferent ways you can get
group in Memphis. For TJN‘s in touch with me. My phone
calendar to be up—to—date, I need — number is 729—3915 and my e—
your help. Nothing major, just mail
address
is
a little help on your part. I would cantsee3d@yahoo.com. I have
like any and every group who an answering machine so if I am
wants any and every event of not there, please leave a mes—
their‘s to be listed (and to be sage. I also check my e—mail two
listed correctly) to call me ore— _ or three times a day. If you need
mail me with all pertinent infor— an event added, deleted or ed—
mation.
ited in the calendar, let me know
You only have to share the in— and it will be done.
formation once. If the event oc—

Decision
Continued from page 5
presses a belief in moral values
and uses its activities to encour—
age the moral development of its
‘members ... We
W are not per—
suaded, however that a ‘shared
goal‘ of Boy Scout members is to
associate in order to preserve the
— view that homosexuality‘ is im—
moral ... That Boy Scout mem—
bers do not associate to share the
view that homosexuality is im—
moral suggests that Dale‘s expul—
sion constituted discrimination
based solely on his status as an
openly Gay man.
"When contrasted with its ‘all
inclusive‘ policy, Boy Scouts‘
litigation stance on homosexual—
ity appears antithetical to the
organization‘s goals and philoso—
phy. The exclusion of members
solely on the basis of their sexual
orientation is inconsistent with
Boy Scouts‘ commitment to a di—
verse and ‘representative‘ mem—
bership ... We are satisfied that
Boy Scouts‘ expulsion of Dale is
based on little more than preju—
dice and not on a unified Boy
Scout position; in other words,
Dale‘s expulsion is not justified
by the need to preservethe
organization‘s expressive rights. —
"The invocation of stereotypes
to justify discrimination is all too
familiar. Indeed, the story of dis—
c

crimination is the story of stereo—.
types that limit the potential of
men, women. and children who
belong to excluded groups.
"Our courts have recognized
the arbitrariness of discriminating
against individuals solely because
of their sexual orientation.
"Boy Scouts is an American
institution committed to bringing
a diverse group of young boys
and men together — wealthy and
underprivileged, urban and rural;
from different cultures and from
different religions — to play and
learn. Boy Scouts‘ activities are
designed to build character and
instill moral principles. Nothing
before us, however, suggests that
one of Boy Scouts‘ purposes is to
promote the view that homosexu—
ality is immoral."
"We reject the notion that
Dale‘s presence in the organiza—
tion is symbolic of Boy Scouts‘
endorsement of homosexuality.
The reinstatement of Dale does
not compel Boy Scouts to express
any message. To recognize Boy
Scouts‘ First Amendment claim
would be tantamount to tolerat—
ing the expulsion of an individual
solely because his status as a ho—
mosexual — an act of discrimi—
nation unprotected by the First
Amendment freedom of speech."

Call the 800 or 900 number to respond to ads, browse unlisted ads, or retrieve messages

MempHis

PERSONALS

Place your FREE ad 1—800—546—MENN

(Sweetwater) 14640

BOX ME BACK! 34—year—old WM, 6‘, 160 lbs,
brown/blue, interested in meeting a Guy, 18—
26, for friendship, fun and good times. Let‘s
see whereit goes. (Clarksville) 18235

UNIMAGINABLE PLEASURE 33—year—old
HM, new to the area, looking for TV/TS/CD.
Let metreat you like the Lady that I know you
are, that | know you want to be and that you _.
can be. I‘ll show you pleasure in ways that
you‘ve never even thought of. All. calls
returned. (Clarkesville) 17189
CALL WHEN. YOU GET A CHANCE

WHERE ARE THOU ROMEO? Cheerful
GWM, recent out of the closet and looking for
a friend. I love music, Broadway and cooking.
Where is my Romeo? (Dixon) 18926

To Hot For Prmt'
—

%

1

STICK ME! Slim WM, 40s, into being a bot—
tom, looking for a well—endowed Guy, for
friendship and more. (Nashville)

IT TURNS ME ON 32-year-old WM, 130 lbs,
likes spandex, wrestling and Guys with simi—
lar interests. (Kingsport) 10933
Y

I TAKE CARE OF MY MAN Good—looking,
romantic GWM, 32, mustache, fit, affection—
ate, down—to—earth, financially secure and I
take care of my Man. Seeking a top GM, with
the same qualities, who‘s disease/drug—free.
If this is you, why don‘t you give me a call.
(Springfield) 12763
—

NEW TO NASHVILLE Laid—back, straight
acting WM, 68", 240 lbs, HWF‘ short —
brown/hazel, looking for someone for friend—
ship and to introduce me to the local scene.
(Nashville) 18952

SERIOUSLY INTO SPORTS SGWM, looking
for friendship. I enjoy swimming, tennis and
all other sports. 15763
LET ME KNOW WHAT‘S GOING ON Young,
intelligent BM, looking for someone for casu—
al
conversation and
possibly more.
(Memphis) 14216

KENTUCKY

ARKANSAS

ARE YOU THE ONE? 23—year—old GM, look—
ing for someone to have fun with and possi—
bly more. I likes a Guy who likes to go out,
have fun and smokes. BM preferred. (Central
City) 13282

‘ARE YOU GENUINE? Mature GBM, 28, 59",
285 lbs, stocky, very discreet, responsible
and seeking the same. Hit me up Guys!
(Memphis) 15818
*

all of it to me. (Huntsville) 18899

Easygoing WM, 5111", 170lbs, blonde/brown,
looking for someone who‘s trustworthy, out—
going, a bit a home body, but still likes to get
out. 12291

I FEEL GOOD! Looking for Guys, 25—50, who.
are into anything that feels good, for friend
ship and possible relationship. I‘m not into
S&M, bondage or anything like that. (Hickory)
15673

1—900—288—5847
18+, $1.99/MIN. c/s
612—373—9783

CALLING ALL MEN IN THE AREA! 34—year—
LET‘S SEE WHERE IT GOES 42—year—old
old BWM, 5‘4", 140 Ibs, black/blue, looking
GWM, 59", 190 lbs, looking for Guy, may age
—
for other GIBiM, in the area, who are around
or younger, for friendship and possibly more.
my size. I look forward to hearing from you.
(Birmingham) 212273
(Newport) 18871
JUST LOOKING FOR FUN TIMES
REACH OUT AND TOUCH SOMEONE 27—
Masculine, hairy, versatile WM, 34, 5‘11", 165
year—old BiWM, looking for someone for
— lbs, dark/hazel, goatee, financially stable, col—
phone sex or discreet get togethers. (Fort
lege—educated and very. open—minded. |
Smith) 2716299
enjoys animals, travel, old movies, working
on cars, motorcycles, hiking, history, architec—
UNINHIBITED GUYS ONLY 44—year—old WM,
160 lbs, dark hair, looking for a Guy for unin—
ture, music and the outdoors. Looking for an
hibited, intimate fun. I‘d like to hear from you,
honest, healthy, masculine Guy to hook up
so
give me a call. (Little Rock)
with. Race unimportant. Married preferred.
14332
LET‘S HOOK UP Down—to—earth GM, likes
swtmmlng bowling, movies and having fun. If
MILD TO WILD I‘m new to the lifestyle and
you‘re interested in meetingme, give me call
looking for some hot Guys who are honest,
(Melbourne) 16705
discreet, understanding and willing to show

I LIKE TO SERVICE BM Mature WM, looking
to orally service BM in the Asheville area.
Give me a call. (Greenville) 12239 .

ISO NEW FRIENDS 29—year—old WPM, 64",
190 lbs, brown/green, new to the area, look—
ing for people to have a good time with.
18372

LEATHERLINK®

1—900—976—7447
$1.99/min. Must be 18+

SINCERE GUYS ONLY 27—year—old WM,
59%, 180 lbs, blonde/brown, attractive, sin—
cere, honest and looking for someone to have
a friendship and relationship with. | want a
Man who‘s 18—35, honest, caring, loving and
who | can spend the rest of my life with.
(Nashville) 14541
LET‘S GET IT ON! Very good—looking, hot
WM, looking for a good hot M to do things
with. If you want to get it on, let me know.

TENNESSEE
JUST FUN 35—year—old WM, brown/blue,
tanned, tones and looking to meet a BM, 21—
35, in th3e Memphis area, for a no strings,
hot, sexual relationship. 921822
rre
BOTTOM SEEKING A TOP 24—year—old WM,
looking for athletic top Guys, 18—26, to have
fun with. (Greenville) 221463
DON‘T BE SHY GWM, 29, 58", 210 Tbs,
enjoys music,. movies, art and travel.
Searching for a trueromance with a mascu—
line W/HM,. 25—40.. Nonsmoker preferred.
Leave mea message and I‘ll get back to you.
419905

ENOUGH?

1—800—716—2868 ,
$1.99/min. Must be 18+

FRAT BOY.LOOKS 27—year—old.bottom WM,
6‘4", 200 lbs, dark blonde/biue, clean—shaven,
looking to meet up with other Guys, 25—35, for
fun. (Birmingham) @15309
BOY—NEXT—DOOR WM, 26, 6‘4", brown/blue,
clean—shaven, ISO top Guys for friendship
and possible: relationship. . (Birmingham)
«19710951
~32—YEAR—OLD
WM,
57",
140
lbs,
blonde/green, into hlklng rollerblading and

just having a good time.

MILD TO WILD SWM, 29, 5411", 195 lbs.,
blonde/blue, football—player build. SeekInQ

CAN YOU TAKE ME DOWN? Adventurous,
8—year—old country WM, enjoys the outdoors,
camping, fishing and wrestling Looking for
another M, 18—50, with a slim, muscular build,
for fun and fnendsh|p 18769

other masculine Males for fun and games.
19944

HOT GUY Looking for other—hot Guys who
like to be service by a talented mouth.
(Birmingham) 18610
LET‘S GO! Very outgoing SWM, 6‘1", 170
lbs, brown/hazel, looking for a down—to—earth,
outgoing Guy who wants a long—term relation—
ship. (Birmingham) @15977

ALABAMA

GOAL—ORIENTED BM WANTED 23—year—
old BM, 5‘11", fun—loving with a great sense of
humor. Looking for a BM, around my age,
who‘s also into sports, dining out and having
a good time. (Framingham) 20359
LETS GET OUR ROCKS OFF Young
MBIWM, looking for a hot, daddy who wants
to get together for some hot fun. Age and race
unimportant. If you‘re looking for a hot time,
give me a call. 19834

Seeking someone to

gt to know and spend time with. (Coleman)
10339

—

HUMPIN® IN HUNTSVILLE WM,—6‘1", 160
lbs, brown hair, mustache, a few piercings,
enjoys working out, swimming, music,
movies, dining out and quiet evenings at
home. Looking to meet Guy, in the Huntsville
area, who would like to get together and start
some kind of. relationship.. (Huntsville)
12003

REACHING OUT. TO TOUCH SOMEONE
BiWM, looking for a M, who also loves to get
off overthe phone. Call meif you want to talk.
20273
REACHING OUT TO TOUCH SOMEONE
BiWM, looking for a M, who also loves to get
off over the phone. Call meif you want to talk. \
20273
STRAIGHT—ACTING GUY WANTED 18—
year—old BM, very attractive, straight—acting,
disease—free, looking for—a WM, with similar
qualities. If this is you, leave me a message.
318423

LOOKING FOR LOCALS26—year—old Guy,
interested in meeting down—to—earth Guys, in
the area, for fun, friendship and maybe more.
(Little Rock) 14477
POSSIBLY MORE 18—year—old BM, 59",
light—skinned, looking for a Guy, 18—22, to
hook up with for conversation and possibly
more. 19345
POSSIBLY MORE 18—year—old BM, 59",
light—skinned, looking for a Guy, 18—22, to
hook up with for conversation and possibly
more. 19345
CALLING ALL MEN IN THE AREA! 34—year—
old BiWM, 5‘4", 140 lbs, black/blue, looking
for other G/BiM, in the area, who are around
my size. I look forward to hearing from you.
(Newport) 18871

Customer Service: 612—373—9783 Only $1.99 per minute. 18+.

HOT SEX 35—year—old BiWM, 6‘2", 195 Ibs,
_ long hair, beard, bottom, seeks BM, in west—
ern Kentucky for hot sex. (Henderson}
19233
HEY.GUYS! GWM, 32, 155 los, light brown,
homeowner, looking for friendship and possi—
bly more. Must honest, truthful.and consider—
ate. 16701
ISO A LOVER Versatile bottom 6‘2", 245 lbs,
looking for a well—hung Guys who are free to
travel and drug/disease—free.. (Owensboro)
18580
GIVING AND RECEIVING Older BWM, bot—
tom, looking to meet Guys, 18—40, who are
into. giving and receiving oral and anal
~ (Louisville) 16582
nkltl...
YO!I—MY BROTHERS! Educated, adventur—
ous ‘BPM, young 46, 6‘, 170 Ibs, medium
build, likes travel, sporting events and having
a great time. Looking for an educated GBM
top, who‘s tail, slender stable and who has
similarinterests. (Louisville) Tr16088

GIVE ME A CALL 30—year—old WM, 541",
204 lbs, black/brown, looking for a relation—
~ ship or just someone to be friends with. (West
Memphis) ©18250
rere
HEALTHY AND POSSIBLE Healthy GWM,
36, 6, 200 lbs, seeking Guys, 25—40, for
friendship and possibly more. 910052
AM 071/08—15—99
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CLASSIFIED Rates: Personal,
non—commercialads FREE. Limit
of 30 words (including address
or phone number) and a $2.00

mitted in writing and must in—
clude your name anda telephone
number where you can be
reached to verify the ad. If you

15th of the month.
Call for Submissions: Spoonfed,
a Gay/Les/bi/trans literary jour— —
nal in Washington, DC, is calling

charge for the use of our P.O.
box. Please specify if you want
to use our P.O. box. Commercial
ads are charged at the rate of
20¢ per word, $3.00 minimum.
Phone numbers and zip codes
are free. Deadline for ads is the
15th of each month. Send to
Triangle Journal News, Box
11485 Memphis, TN 38111—

would like a copy of the issue
in which your ad appears,
please send $1.00 to cover

for submissions for Issue No. 14
(Dildo—a—Go—Go: It‘s Autoerotic).
Each submission should address

postage.

the theme of the issue in some
way. Spoonfed accepts works of
short fiction (1500 word limit),
poetry, and black and white scan—
nable drawings, photographs
and cartoons. Submissions for
Issue No. 14 by Oct. 15, 1999.
Please submit to: Spoonfed, PO
Box 21036,‘ Washington, DC

0485. Classifieds must be sub—

ANNOUNCEMENTS
ATTENTION ADVERTISERS!!
TIN announcements and
classifieds will not automatically
be re—run. Announcements and
classifieds must be re—submitted
each month, in writing, by the

20009—1036, or e—mail your sub—
mission
to
SPOONFED99@ aol.com.
Brp & BREAKFAST
Ozark Bed & Breakfast—5 wooded
acres of privacy in a fun vacation
area. Exclusive resort for men &
women. Hot tub. Country club
privileges. Greenwood Hollow
Ridge, 13 Stopple Road, Eureka
Springs, AR 72632, (501) 253—
5283.
The Arbour Glen Bed & Break—
tar y been to Integrity lately,
you haven‘t been to Integrity. Check us out!
We meet on the third Tuesday of every month.
s
.

Integrity Memphis
Calvary Episcopal Church
102 N. Second Street
901.725.7256

fast—Circa 1896. Located on Eu—
reka Springs Historic District loop
close to downtown shops & res—
taurants. Completely renovated
for comfort but still maintaining
its old world charm, elegance &
romance. Picturesque tree—cov—

=

—

vag"

ered hollow. The Arbour Glen, <eyes, in good health, eeking
#7 Lema, Eureka Springs, AR GWM, 21—30, slick, slim & sexy
for romantic lover. Will be wait—
72632, (501) 253—9010.
ing to hear from you. Call any—
MassacE SERVICES
DON‘T YOU DESERVE THE time (601) 343—5102. MS.
BEST? California trained, certi— Hot Local Singles. Free to
fied bodyworker offers therapeu— Record, Browse, Send!! 901—
tic and sports massage. 11/2 565—0006, Pub #640, 18+.
hours, by appointment, outcall HOT MEMPHIS MEN! Explore
only. Gift certificates also avail— . DISCREETLY with other hot lo—
able. Craig 10 a.m. — 10 p.m. cal guys on The Confidential
Connection®! 18+ Record & Lis—
(901) 278—9768.
P
ten
FREE! 901—529—9800, use
PERSONALS
Attention GWM over 50. Are you code 9006.
tired of being turned down and | do expert blow jobs, etc., for
ignored in the bars, parks and masculine men, all races, 18—60.
movies because of your age? I I‘m hairy, 59", 160#, short black
am, too. Give me. a call. We hair, moustache. Jim: 372—4538,
might get together and have a weekdays after 4, weekend af—
good time. Remember, sex is ternoons.
like a game of bridge, you either I‘m a mixed—race Gay female,
need a very good hand or a very single, independent, mature, ro—
good partner. I‘m both. Give me mantic, decent, clean, well—
groomed, healthy, athletic, non—
a call: 683—2629.
EXPLORE DISCREETLY! Try smoker. (Socially—active enter—
something new with someone tainment events, dance/sports,
new on The Confidential Con— etc...) Wordly—travels,; gourmet
nection®! 18+ Record & Listen cook and classy but down—to—
FREE! 901—529—9800, use code earth. | want a feminine, sexy
and/or unique freak with com—
2007.
_
Free For All. To Record, Browse mon interests, 24 years and
& Send. Wild Local Dateline! 901— — older, any race (I prefer orien—
565—0006, Pub #641, 18+. 100% tal—far east, Greek, Indian,
Spanish—Latin, P.R.) ladies!
Local.
GWM, 36, 6‘3", 200#, good look— Summer‘s over. Don‘t stop hav— —
ing, long hair with hazel—blue ing erotic fun. Write: Mermaid,

Meetings at

N

Memphis Lambda Center, Inc.*
1488 Madison Avenue
S

Memphis, TN 38104
(901) 276—7379 ,

Buy a Subscription to the Mid—
South‘s Gay and Lesbian
Community Newspaper. For
Yourself or for a friend.
12 Issues for $15 mailed First Class,
discreetly, so you don‘t have to wait for
the news.
| NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

ZIP

PHONE
Mail to: Triangle Journal News
P.O. Box 11485
Memphis, TN 38111—0485

Phoenix (Alcoholics Anonymous) All Meetings Open
Sunday
8:00 pm
Discussion
Monday
8:00 pm
Discussion (Smoke Free)
Tuesday
8:00 pm.
Twelve Step Study
Wednesday
8:00 pm
Big Book Study
Thursday
9:00 pm
Discussion
Friday
10:00 pm Discussion
Saturday
8:00 pm
Discussion
(Last Sunday of month is birthday night with speaker.)
Into The Light (Alcoholics Anonymous — Women)
Thursday
7:00 pm
Discussion (Open, Smoke Free)
Sunday
12 Noon
Discussion (Open)
(Business meeting 3rd Sunday of month, Birthdays last Thursday)
Seriously Sober (Alcoholics Anonymous)
Friday
8:00 pm
Discussion (Open, Smoke Free)
Open Heart (Al—Anon)
Tuesday
6:00 pm
Discussion (Open)
Thursday
5:30 pm
Discussion (Open, Smoke Free)
(Business meeting 3rd Tuesday of the month, Birthdays last Tuesday)
ACOA (Adult Children of Alcoholics)
Sunday
6:00 pm
Discussion (Open)
N
*Memphis Lambda Center, Inc: is a private organization formed for the
promulgation and enhancement of Twelve—Step meetings with a special
outreach to the Gay and Lesbian community. Business meetings are on
the last Wednesday of the month at 6:30 pm.
k
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P.O. Box 40112, Memphis, TN
38174—0012.
J/O Buddies. Meet by phone.
Try it FREE! 901—821—9100, .
Code 7001, 18+.
Leo, single GWF, 57, looking for
a relationship with a person who
enjoys outside activities other
than the bar scene. Social
drinker, age is just a number not
a criteria. Enjoy travel, movies,
fishing, plays, etc. Love to have
fun, HIV—negative and financially
secure. Write Dept. J—09, P.O.
Box 11485, Memphis, TN 38111—
0485.
New to the area. Hi! I‘m a GWM,
40ish who just moved to the
county of Gibson (please don‘t
ask why). I don‘t know anyone
except my family. Is there a
GWM, 35—45ish in the Gibson
. county area thatI could be friends
with? If so; please call me, Bobby,
at 855—4255 before 8 p.m. Please
no fats or fems. Thanks.
35 yo white male master of disci—
pline ISO naughty submissive
slave. I am into bondage, spank—
ing, shaving, endless sex, toys
and more. 18—22ish, smooth—
bodied, white male, about 140#
with boyish looks and manner—
isms. Skinny a plus. No diseases.
For an absolute spanking good
time, call Mr. Paul: 323—1521.
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The Gay Memphis Resources Directory is
Elzey, Memphis 38104 = 272—2116 or _ Dr., Memphis, TN 38127—5409 # 357—
458—0152.
Triangle Journal News: Free monthly
printed as a public service, and its listings
325—6518.
1921
Karen B. Shea: Financial Consultant, Smith
newspaper published by Printers Ink «
are free. Agencies and businesses listed Crossroads: African American Gay men‘s The Mid—Towners Bowling League: #
Barney Inc., 1661 International Dr., Ste.
Box 11485, Memphis, 38111—0485
hereinhave requested to be listed, but have
motivation/support/social group. Meets
323—3111 — Linda Etherton, 342—4630 —
200 #818— 4134 800—227—4146 lax 818—
# 454—1411, Fax: 454—1411 *51, email:
not been charged. All phone numbers are
1st & 2nd Fridays. Conrad R. Pegues,
James Bailey.
4233.
memphlsTJN@aoI com, website:
area code 901 unless otherwise noted.
1902 Freemont Ave., Memphis 38114,
Tsarus: Leather—Levi club « Box 41082,
memphisTJN.com.
FLORISTS
(* Indicates TIN distribution points.)
crpegues @aol.com.
Memphis 38174—1082.
Botanica: 937 S. Cooper, # 274—5767, 1—
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
4F: Leather/Levigroup » 3663 Appling Lake
U of M Students for Bisexual, Gay &
ADULT BOOKSTORES
800—769—5767, fax: 274—5688.
Antique Warehouse: 25638ummer‘n‘323
Dr.,
Bartlett
38133.
Lesbian Awareness (BGALA): BGALA Park East Florist: 6005 Park # 761—2980.
Airport Bookmart*: 2214 Brooks Rd E. #
0600.
Friends For Life—HIV Resources: HIV/ clo Office of Greek Affairs Box 100; U of
=_
845—0657.
Bereavement Express: A unique way to
GRAPHICS/PHOTOGRAPHY
AIDS Service Organization e 1384 Madi—
M 38152 #
278—5825 email:
Cherokee Adult Book Store*: 2947 Lamar
express your sympathy to family, friends,
Graffiti Graphics: 1985 Madison #7 #
son, Memphis 38104 # 272—0855 or #
bgala@cc.memphis. edu.
# 744—7494,
co—workes, clients. # 578—9107;
278—5002.
278—AIDS.
Univ. of Miss. Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual
Fantasy Warehouse I*: 791—793 North
www.LandscapesPublishing.com
It‘s
Done!:
Typing,
word
processing/print—
Holy Trinity Community Church*: Wor—
Assoc.: GLBA, PO Box 3541, Univ., MS
White Station # 683—9649.
Biorhythm Charting. Nuemerology, Tarot
ing service—resumés, thesis, manuscripts,
ship Service: Sun. 11 am & 7pm; Bible
38677 =
662—234—1258 email:
Getwell Book Mart*: 1275 Getwell # 454—
Reading, Chinese Astrological Lunar
etc. # 795—4308.
study: Wed. 7 pm; 3430 Summer # 320—
glba@olemiss.edu, website: http://
7765.
Placement Interpretation and Yin Yang
J.W.
HHlustrations:
Pen
&
Ink
drawing
of
9376.
www.olemiss.edu/orgs/giba.
Paris Adult Entertainment Center*: 2432
Sticks. Personal consultations by appoint—
homes
#
386—8193.
Integrity Memphis: Meets the 3rd Tues.,
UT—Martin ALLIES: Campus and commu—
Summer = 323—2665.
ment only: # 377—7701.
Healing Service/Eucharist, 6pm; Dinner
nity. Alternate Weds. 5 p.m. Info 131F Printers Ink: Box 11485,—0485 #454—1411. Bliss Salon: 2111 Madison # 726—6100.
Tammy‘s # 2: 2220 East Brooks Rd = 396—
RK Photo: Black & white photography,
6:45pm,
$4;
Meeting
7:30pm
»
c/o
Cal—
Humanities
Bldg.,
Martin
38238,
9050.
Dabbles Hair Co.: 19 N. Cooper # 725—
processing & printing services. Full color
vary Episcopal Church, 102 N. 2nd #
neilg@utm.edu = 587—7301.
Tammy‘s # 3: 1617 Getwell Rd # 744—
0521.
post
card
advertising.
Call
=
452—2766
525—6602.
—
WAC (Woman‘s Action Coalition): PO
4513.
David Gairhan: A/C, refrigeration & appli—
or
e—mail:
btag69a
@
prodigy.com.
Into The Light (Womens AA): Memphis
Box 1203, 3566 Walker, Memphis 38111
Tammy‘s # 4: 5937 Summer Ave. = 373—
ance repair # 274—7011.
See—S: Portraits & photography # 327
Lambda Center # 276—7379.
5760.
Have Bar Will Travel: Bartending for pri—
3760. _
Jackson Lambda Support Group: Mem—
vate functions » Lisa Gray (The Peabody
BARS / RESTAURANTS
phis Lambda Center = 901—427—1500
HELP & INFORMATION LINES
Hotel) # 726—5910.
Amnesia®*: 2866 Poplar # 454—1366.
for information.
Affirmation: # (708) 733—9590.
Bob Hughes, EdD: Yoga, relaxation &
Arizona*: 903 South Cooper # 272—9000.
Living Word Christian Church:
AIDS
Switchboard:
#
278—AIDS.
meditation classes # 682—0855.
Backstreet*: 2018 Court Street = 276—
Worship Service Sun. 10 am &
Gay & Lesbian Helpline: # 1—888— Lavender Earth*: 852 S. Cooper, # 272—
5522.
f
#
6pm, Wed. 7 pm * 340 N Gar—
340—GLBT (Mon.—Fri., 5—10pm, Sat.—
2853.
Bourbon Street Cafe: (In the French Quar—
land # 276—0577.:
Sun., 4—9pm).
Love Song Greeting Cards: Specializing
ter Suites, 2144 Madison # 728—4000.
Loving Arms (Services for
Gay
&
Lesbian
Hotline:
#
1—800—285—
in greeting cards for lovers only « P.O.
Buns on the Run: 1528 Madison # 278—
HIV+ Women & Their Chil—
7431 (24 hr. help & information for Les—
Box 676, Horn Lake, MS 38637—2165.
2867 (278—BUNS).
dren): Shelia Tankersley, P.O.
bians, Gays, transvestites & McPherson Appliance Clinic: Sales, ser—
Chaos*: 60 South Front # 578—VIBE (8423).
Box 3368, Memphis, TN 38173
transexuals).
vice & repair, Heating & A/C. « 1447
Crossover*: 851 Island Road, Columbus,
# 725—6730.
Gay & Lesbian Youth Hotline: # 1—
National, # 327—6887, 327—7395.
MS # 601—327—0942.
Memphis Area Gay Youth
800—347—TEEN (Thu.—Sun., 7pm— Midtown Galleries & Auction, Inc.*: An—
Crossroads*: 1278 Jefferson # 276—8078.
(MAGY): PO Box 241852,
11:45pm.).
tiques, Art, Painted & Unusual Furnish—
501 Club*: 111 N. Claybrook = 274—8655.
Memphis, TN 38124 2 335— &
Gay & Lesbian Switchboard: # 324— —
ings e 2228 Central # 725—0049.
In the Grove*: 2865 Walnut Grove Road #
MAGY
. for
info; a
GAYS
*
24—hrs.
Live
Operators
7:30—
Midtown House Cleaning Service: 15yr.
458—9955.
website:www.geocities. #
11pm.
exp., ref., onsight est., « = 274—0281
J—Wags*: 1268 Madison = 725—1909.
com. westhollywood/1772/.
A
Human Rights Campaign #327—2677,
evenings or weekends.
Jake‘s Place: 356 N. Main = 527—2799.
Memphis Bears Club: PO Box 111094,
jmaynard2@earthlink.net
Pet Care Unlimited: Pet sitting and/or
Lorenz*: 1528 Madison # 274—8272.
Memphis 38111—1094 = 276—4823, e—
LINC: # 725—8895.
house sitting by competent, caring couple
Madison Flame*: 1588 Madison # 278
mail:
http//members.xoom.com/ —
Narcotics Anonymous: # 276—LIVE.
# 726—6198.
9839.
memphisbears.
Peer Listening: Youth—staffed GLBTyouth
Enrica Ramey: Insurance Memphis # Busi—
N—cognito*: 338 South Front # 523—0599.
Memphis Center for Reproductive
hotline (Mon.—Fri., 3—9pm) # 1 —800—399—
ness: 377—1075.
One More*:2117 Peabody # 278—MORE
Health: 1462 Poplar Ave # 274—3550.
PEER.
Star Search Video*: 1411 Poplar Ave #
(6673).
S
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Community
Rape Crisis: # 528—2161.
272—STAR.
Overstuffed Deli & Caterers: 3003 Air—
Center (MGLCC): Box 41074, Memph|s
Suicide & Crisis Intervention: .z 274— ~The Limo Connection: # 521—0331.
waysBlvd. #701 # 396—1969, 3727 South
38174 = 324—4297.
7477.
TNT Painting: Tom Rowe & Trent
Mendenhall = 362—2989, 7716 Poplar
Memphis Lambda Center®: Meetlng place —
Transvestite—Transexual National
Gatewood # 481—7900.
Ave., Germantown # 757—1212.
for 12—step recovery programs * 1488
Hotline: = (617) 899—2212 (8—2am, Mon.— Tom Webb Ins.: Insuring in the Gay and —
P & H Cafe*: 1532 Madison Ave. # 274—
~ Madison = 276—7379, 726—6293, 527—
Sat.).
Lesbian Community, 4646 Poplar # 682—
9794.
—
1461, or 327—3676.
LEGAL SERVICES —
2170.
Pipeline*: 1382 Poplar # 726—5263.
Memphis Lesbian & Gay Coalition for
David Hooper, Attorney At Law: 1870
Tropical Impressions: Pet Shop & Groom—
Rumors*: 637 Hwy 145 South, Shannon,
Justice: Box 241363, Memphis 38124 e—
Union Ave # 274—6824.
ing Salon e 3700 S. Mendenhall # 794—
MS # 601—767—9500.
mail: lgcl@gaymemph|s com, web page:
Susan Mackenzie, Attorney At Law: 1545
3047 or 365—9716.
The Jungle*: 1474 Madison # 278—4313.
http://www.gaymemphis.com/lgc}.
Union Ave. = 278—1004.
Vantek: Internet Services » Box 111324,
The Other Side*: 3883 Highway 45 North,
Memphis Pride, Inc.: Gay, Lesbian, Bi—
Robert Ross, Attorney At Law: 100 N.
Memphis 38111—1324 = 324—4999, e—
Jackson, TN # 1—901—668—3749.
sexual, & Transgendered Pride Events *
Main, Ste 3310 # 525—0417.
mail: vtadmin@vantek.net.
CARDS & GIFTS
Box 111265, Memphis 38111 = 32—
Jocelyn D. Wurzburg, Attorney At Law:
REAL ESTATE SERVICES
Inz & Outz*: 553 South Cooper = 728—
PRIDE, e—mail: MphsPride@aol.com.
5118 Park , Ste 232, # 684—1332.
Russell Armstrong, Developer, Looney De—
6535.
Memphis TransGender Alliance: TV/TS
Slidingfee Jason O. Young, Jr.: 147 Jefferson, Ste
velopments: 194 Looney Ave. # 525—3044.
GGS Gourmet: # 278—6218 or on the web
support group » c/o Barbara Jean Jasen,
806, = 728—4000.
scale.
Joanna Johnson, Realtor, Clay Johnson
at GGSGourmet.COM
Box 11052, Memphis, TN 38111—0052.
Gary Gardia, M.Ed., LCSW: Midtown loca—
LODGING
—— Realty: 757—B West Poplar Ave. = 853—
Mystic Krewe of Aphrodite: Box 41822,
CARPET CARE / CLEANING SERVICES
tion; grief, loss; Lesbian,Gay & ABC (Affordable Basic Comfort) Retreat:
0237.
Memphis 38174—1822.
BJ‘s Cleamng Service: # 726—4211.
§ transgender |nd|v1duals couples # 527— — Nightly/weekly rates on smoking andnon— Glenn Moore, Broker, Owner Woodland
Mystic
Krewe
of
Memphis
United:
King‘s Kleaning Service: Home or Otflce
1098.
smoking rooms # 377—7701.
Realty: # 377 1057.
Box 34854, Memphis 38184.
# 745—3300.
Anne S. Gillis, MS: Individual, couple & French Quarter Suites: 2144 Madison # Steve Solomon, Broker, Sowell & Com—
Lee‘s Carpet Care: Commercial or Resi— National Organization for Women (NOW):
family counseling, rebirthing #761—3435.
523—8912.
pany: 54 S. Cooper = 278—4380, Fax
dential, 24—hr. service, free estimates # — Box 40982, Memphis 38174 # 578—3286 Patricia Goshorn, M.Ed.: Licensed Psy—
The King‘s Cottage: Newly renovated, 87—
278—4390, Resi. 363—1060, email
or e—mail at memphisnow @ hotmail.com.
327—6165.
chological Counselor ® Simmons, Kelman
89 Clark Place, Midtown Memphis # 722—
STEVENC1@AOL.COM..
White Glove Services: Home or Office # New Beginnings (Adult Children of Alco—
& Assoc., 3960 Knight Arnold Rd, Ste 316
8686, www.thekingscottage.com.
Randy Wilder, Affiliate Broker, Sowell &
holics): Memphis Lambda Center = 276—
388—3781.
# 369—6050.
Company: 54 S. Cooper # 278—4380,
7379 or 454—1414.
COMMUNITY GROUPS
Cliff Heegel, PhD: Licensed Psychologist ® SERVICES
Fax 278—4390, Home 327—9900, Pager
Parents, Families & Friends of Lesbians
ABC A Bodywise Company Retreat: Re—
Adult Children of Alcoholics (ACOA):
Centerpoint, 5180 Park Ave. Ste 150 #
533—0620.
& Gays (P—FLAG): Box 172031, Mem—
laxing therapeutic, full—body massage/
Memphis Lambda Center # 276—7379.
767—1066.
phis 38187—2031 # 761—1444.
sports massage. Biorhythm charting. By
TRAVEL
Al—Anon (Co—dependency): Memphis Parents & Friends of Lesbians & Gays Sheridan Lambe, LCSW: Individual &
appointment. # 377—7701.
Gateway Travel: 2090 Overton Square
Lambda Center # 276—7379.
Couple
Counseling,
#
761—9178.
(P—FLAG): Jackson, TN 38305 # 1—901—
Massage by Jim: # Pager 541—0579.
Lane # Chris 276—3388.
Alliance: Leather/levi club +. Box 42174
Joseph Robert Pfeiffer, LCSW # 578— Massage by Michael: # 278—5475.
664—6614 for information, e—mail:
Great American Cruises, Inc.: Cruise
Memphis 38174.
9107.
burtren@aeneas.com
—
Tom Pitman: Rejuvenating full—body mas—
Travel Agency, Sherman Perkins, 52 N.
Aloysius Home, Inc.: 578 Harrell St., Mem—
M. Todd Puckett, MS: Individual & group
Phoenix AA Memphis Lambda Center =
sage by appointment. # 761—7977.
Second # 525—5302.
phis 38112 # 320—0000 or 274—8321.
therapy. « 5180 Park Ave, Ste. 125 # Craig von Graeler: Professional full body Travel Customized by Jean Morris: Mem—
American Gay Atheists (AGA) Mem—
869—0300
ext.
1
»
Sliding
fee
scale
avail—
Safe Harbor MCC: 2117 Union Ave., Chapel
massage by appointment. Please call
ber International Gay & Lesbian Travel
phis: Box 41371, Memphis 38174—1371.
able.
# 458—0501.
.
10am—10pm # 278—9768.
Association # 465—2936.
Aphrodite: 3430 Summer Ave, Memphis
Jim Shaw, MA, PhD, CMSW: # 327—4055.
Seriously Sober (AA): Memphis Lambda
MEDIA
TJN IS ALSO DISTRIBUTED AT THESE
38122.
J. Kent Usry, CMSW: Individual, couples,
Center # 276—7379 or 454—1414.
LOCATIONS
Black & White Men Together (BWMT):
bereavement & sexuality counseling # Family & Friends: Free monthly magazine
Southern Country Memphis: Country
* Box 771948, Memphis 38177—1948, #
Bookstar: 3402 Poplar Ave. # 323—9332.
Box 42157, Memphis 38174—2157 # 276—
578—9107.
Western Dance Club.
682—2669,
Fax:
685—2234,
Circuit Playhouse: 1705 Poplar Ave. #
0168 or 276—4762.
Southern Sisters: Support group for
DENTAL SERVICES
email: FamilyMag@aol.com, http://
726—5521.
Bluff City Sports Association: Box 41803,
transexual women (male to female) #
William N. Castle, D.D.S.: Dentist » 79
members.aol.com/familymag/
Davis—Kidd Booksellers Inc.: 397 Perkins
Memphis 38174—1803 # 682—9928.
728—4297, 7:30—11 pm for referral.
North Cooper # 685—5008. _
homepage.html.
Rd. Ext. = 683—9801.
Brothers & Sisters Bowling League: #
Stonewall Mission Church: A Progres—
FINANCIAL SERVICES
Recovery Times: Free monthly newspa—
Memphis and Shelby County Public Li—
465—4371 — Richard Andrews.
sive Christian Church «Sun. Service 6:30
Ronnie Bingham, CPA: Taxes, account—
per focusing on addictions & recovery.
brary: 1850 Peabody # 725—8800.
Cotton Pickin‘ Squares: Gay/Lesbian
p.m., meets at the Center, 103 Berry Rd.,
ing, estate planning # 753—1413.
Distributed in Memphis, Jackson, & Nash—
Tobacco Corner Newsroom: 669
Square Dance Club « Meets Thurs.,
Nashville, TN 37204 # (615) 269—3480.
Donald Morgan Bookkeeping and Tax
ville TN # (901) 377—7963.
Mendenhall Rd S. # 682—3326.
Prescott Memorial Baptist Church» 2298
Tennessee Leather Tribe: Gay men‘s/
Service: 3340 Poplar Ave.,Ste 305 #
— women‘s leather org. 1568 Rolling Hills

aﬁAU
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